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ABSTRACT
I grew up loving and attending live music concerts ever since I was 13, and I’m not alone in my
love for live music. 32 million people every year attend music festivals in the United States.
However, live music has taken a drastic hit since March, 2020 and the start of COVID-19. With
live events and crowds coming to a standstill in 2020, there is a desire to experience the
excitement from live music in a virtual setting.

This thesis involves the marketing, branding, and design of VERSE, a virtual music festival that
aims to create the environment of a music festival in a virtual setting. Through extensive research
on music festivals, virtual events, and music industry design, VERSE was developed. The final
result includes a logo, brand identity, poster, web design, social media graphics, merchandise,
marketing advertisements, and a brand extension. The completion of this thesis demonstrates a
new opportunity to experience the joys of live music from the comfort of your home.
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INTRODUCTION
I attended my first concert on July 2nd, 2012, and ever since I was hooked on going to concerts. I
have been to about 5 – 10 concerts every year since 2012. The mix of the live music and
atmosphere was an unbelievable experience. However, the past year has taken a toll on the music
industry and live music.

According to Billboard online, 32 million people attend music festivals every year in the United
States (Lynch). The music industry has been hit hard by COVID-19. According to Goldman
Sachs “Music in the Air” report, there was a 25% decline in the global music industry, and a
75% drop in live music revenue (Yang, 3). In comparison, the major sources of income for the
music industry are live music and recorded music, both making up around 50% of revenue.

For the past year, there have been many advancements in the digital space to enhance virtual
events to make up for the lack of physical events. What if there was a virtual music festival
specifically created to bring the feelings from a physical event right into your house? This is
where my project comes in, aiming to create the feeling of a music festival in a virtual space.

THESIS STATEMENT
This Project involved the marketing and branding of VERSE – a virtual music festival event that
aims to create the environment of a live music festival in a virtual setting. This was
accomplished through extensive research on music festivals, virtual events, and music related
design. The final result includes a logo, brand identity, poster, web design, social media graphics,
merchandise, marketing advertisements, and a brand extension.
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METHODOLOGY
Descriptive research was conducted on music festivals, virtual events, music related design, and
general graphic design to gain an understanding of how to create the marketing, branding, and
design of a virtual music festival. Sources included articles, reports, and a book about these
topics in order to gain an overall understanding of the subject. Combined, information about
target market, marketing, branding, and overall music festivals was discovered.

CASE STUDIES
Tomorrowland Music Festival: Tomorrowland Music Festival was researched as it is one of
the largest world-wide music festivals. Tomorrowland is an electronic dance music festival
created in 2005, and it now sells out within minutes (Your EDM Staff). The event brings people
together over two weekends in a bond to unite people under dance and music. In 2020,
Tomorrowland announced the festival would not take place due to COVID-19, but instead a
virtual festival, Around the World, took place. Millions of people around the globe tuned in
(Tomorrowland.com). Research on Tomorrowland provided vital information about music
festivals.

Save Our Stages: Save Our Stages is a virtual music festival started by NIVA, National
Independent Venue Association, which is a group of 2000 + independent venues across America.
The event took place in October 2020 and created awareness, advocacy, and donations for the
NIVA emergency relief fund to raise money for vulnerable venues (saveourstage.com). This case
study provided details on how NIVA handled a virtual event with multiple bands and artists, with
the focus on saving venues.
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Woodstock Music Festival: Woodstock Music Festival took place in 1969, and is thought to be
one of the most influential music festivals in history. The entire event was planned very fast
without many details, but around half a million people attended the festival in Bethel, New York
(History.com). The marketing, business model, and design considerations were analyzed for
Woodstock to gain an understanding of one of the most influential music festivals.

David Bowie: David Bowie is one of the most iconic music stars from the 1960s, and he took
influence from many cultures and styles. Bowie left a huge impact on graphic design and
illustrators for his eclectic nature and brave decisions. Jonathan Barnbrook was Bowie’s primary
graphic designer and brought his ideas to life in his album art (Typeroom). Because of David
Bowie’s large impact on both music and design, this research provided an understanding of how
music and design are connected.

The Rolling Stones: Due to the fact that modern rock music was going to play a large role in the
creation of this virtual music festival, The Rolling Stones were researched as a case study. The
group formed in 1962 and grew to be one of the most well-known British rock groups
worldwide. The entire brand identity of The Rolling Stones shows their dark and rebellious
energy and music (Murrary).
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ARTICLES
Music Festivals
To gain an understanding of music festival statistics, Check Out These Surprising Stats About
U.S. Music Festivals article, published by Joe Lynch for Billboard, was read (Lynch). Lynch has
published many articles under Billboard. Billboard began in 1894, releasing information on the
music industry (Billboard.com).

A published post on Eventbrite titled Festival Trends by the Numbers: 7 Stats to Know was read
to receive various statistics about music festival attendees and understand festival trends. This
post was written by Maddie Veal, an established copy and content writer with experience in TV
and film advertising (Veal).

Virtual Events
The article Live Nation Unites With Live Stream Platform Veeps To Connect Even More Artists
And Fans Through Live Music Globally was read to further understand how the live streaming
platform Veeps works and how live streaming is helping both artists and fans. Live Nation is the
world’s leading live entertainment company and plays a large role in live events (Live Nation
Entertainment).

The Live Stream on YouTube help site was analyzed to comprehend how live streaming on
YouTube works. This information comes directly from the platform and discusses the basics of
YouTube live streaming (Youtube.com).
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Virtual Events vs. Physical Events: The Definitive Pro-Con List, published by 6Connex, explains
how virtual events compare to physical events in terms of cost, flexibility, data, networking, and
merchandise. 6Connex is the leading provider of virtual event solutions, offering first-hand
experience on the difference of virtual and physical events (6Connex).

Marketing and Advertising
In order to further the information on the importance of social media in marketing for music
festivals, How Fans Are Using Social Media at Festivals, an article written by Rachel Grate and
published on Eventbrite, was read. Eventbrite is one of the oldest and largest ticket sellers, and
Grate is a routine writer for Eventbrite and regularly conducts interviews for popular events
(Grate).

Music Festival Demographics and Insights was studied to understand the demographic of music
festival attendees. This article provided statistics on festival-goers and fan bases. Another
Eventbrite article written by Rachel Grate, this information comes from a source that is tied
closely to music festivals and other live events (Grate).

To understand how outdoor advertising is reaching the music festival target audience, How to
Reach Millennial Fans with Outdoor Ads, written by Rodolfo Queiroz, was read. This article
provided information on the target market and how to reach millennials through creative outdoor
advertising. Queiroz works at DASH TWO, the site that published the article, as an expert in
Out-of-Home advertising and directly works with clients (Queiroz).
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COVID-19 and the Music Industry
It was vital to gain information on how COVID-19 has affected the music industry, and this was
provided by the article This Is How COVID-19 Is Affecting the Music Industry. This article
delivered statistics regarding the business model of music, sales, advertising, distribution,
support, new ways to engage with fans, and long term gains regarding the music industry in
2020. This article is published on the World Economic Forum and written by Stefan Hall, the
creative economy project lead (Hall).

Design and Branding
To gain an understanding of a vital piece of music festival branding, the article 10 Top Tips for
Designing Music Festival Posters, written by Grace Fussell and published on Envato Tuts+, was
read. This article goes into poster design topics such as typography, color, layout, and more.
Grace Fussell is a graphic designer and design writer, leading the creative agency Blue Whippet
Studio, and primarily focuses on print design (Fussell).

To get background information on branding a music festival beyond the typography and colors,
the article What Does It Really Mean to ‘Brand’ a Festival? was studied. This article goes into
the depth about music festival branding and extending the concept beyond just design. This
article is published on Eye on Design, a publication by AIGA, the professional association for
design, which is the oldest and largest not-for-profit design organization in the U.S. (Gosling).

Key Principles of Visual Hierarchy in UX Design, written by Caleb Kingston and published on
Adobe XD Ideas, was read to gain knowledge on important aspects of UX design. This article
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explained key principles such as visual hierarchy, size and scale, color and contrast, perspective,
and viewing patterns, to provide a basic understanding. Kingston is an award-winning designer
and founder of a website that is dedicated to teaching UI/UX best practices (Kingston). XD Ideas
is a forum created to bring insights and practices on design, coming directly from creators of
Adobe XD (XD.adobe.com/ideas).

Are Festival Apps Still Relevant in 2020? was studied to understand music festival apps and how
vital they are at this time. This article explained both the pros and cons of music festival apps,
with the pros relating most to physical music festivals. This article was written by Jaren
Kristensen, who is the Executive Producer of the Music Tech Summit, which studies how the
music industry is being affected by technology (Kristensen).

The article Color Meanings and the Art of Using Color Symbolism helped to understand color
symbolism. The article provided information on where color meanings come from and the
meaning of specific colors. This article was written by Anna Lundberg and is published on
99designs, which is a global creative platform created in 2008 (Lundberg).

The Ultimate Guide to Product Packaging Design was read for information on package design,
and this article focused on explaining contents, crucial information, the process with steps, and
specific jargon on package design. This article was written by Kelly Morr and published on
99designs (Morr).
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REPORTS
Music Festivals
A Music Festival Study, conducted by Eventbrite and Mashwork, was read to obtain an overall
insight on music festivals. Eventbrite and Mashwork analyzed real data from thousands of social
media accounts, blogs, and forums to gain an understanding of statistics from real people talking
about real music festivals (Eventbrite, Music Festival Study).

COVID-19 and the Music Industry
Music in the Air, a report created by Goldman Sachs, was read for vital statistics on how
COVID-19 has affected the music industry. This report covered a wide range of information, but
general statistics on live music and streaming from the report were examined (Yang). Goldman
Sachs is a leading global financial institution that offers many financial services
(Goldmansachs.com).

BOOK
Design and Branding
Sections of Alina Wheeler’s book Brand Identity: an Essential Guide for the Entire Branding
Team, was read for a basic understanding of branding. Wheeler has led many brand initiatives
and this book has gone through five editions to represent Wheeler’s goal of demystifying
branding (designbrandidentity.info).
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RESEARCH RESULTS
CASE STUDIES

Tomorrowland Music Festival
Background:
Tomorrowland is a Belgian electronic dance music festival. The festival was started by two
brothers, Manu and Michiel Beers. The first event was held in 2005 in Boom, Belgium. Each
year since 2005, the festival has exponentially grown, and now it stretches over two weekends,
sells out in minutes, and is known across the world (Your EDM Staff). Tomorrowland’s tagline
is “Live today, Love tomorrow. Unite Forever.” The event brings people together in an
international bond to unite people under dance and music.

Every year since 2005, Tomorrowland continues to adjust their event to keep up with the times.
David Guetta said, “Not only has the growth of the event itself been amazing but also the content
that they produce, like the live registration and after-movie. It just gets better and better each
year. I think it’s great that people at home can watch the live stream and experience the festival
as if they were there themselves.” As of 2015, Tomorrowland began creating themes for the
events each year. Some of the themes include “The Secret Kingdom of Melodia,” “The Elixir of
Life,” and “Amicorum Spectaculum.” Every aspect of the festival creates an idea of an idyllic
world for guests to experience a mystical world in a fairytale land. The location is very natural in
Belgium, and the festival is surrounded by the beautiful nature with rides and attractions inside
the grounds. The entire festival is based off an imaginary world filled with energy, shapes, and
colors.
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On April 15th, Tomorrowland announced that the festival would not take place due to COVID19, but they created a virtual event instead. The virtual event was called Around the World,
allowing anyone in the world to attend the event on July 25th and July 26th. There was also a
video version of the event, an Aftermovie, released on August 6th so more people were able to
experience the event. The virtual festival had 8 stages and featured over 60 artists, and more than
a million people over the globe tuned in. Tomorrowland wrote history with this event being the
first large virtual music festival. There was an extension of this event called Tastes of the World,
in which Tomorrowland partnered with Netsky and created four inspiring dishes and recipes for
people to make for the virtual festival.

There are various extensions of the main festival, Tomorrowland Belgium. One extension is
Tomorrowland Winter, which is a winter edition of the festival in Alpe d’Huez, France, and lasts
over a whole week. Tomorrowland 365 is an extension of the brand all about reliving old
experiences of Tomorrowland. It includes One World Radio, videos, audio, photos, and featured
artists. Tomorrowland Foundation was created to educate children in order to better the future of
the world. They believe that music, dance, and arts are key to personal development of children
and the future. The organization has created music and art schools in Sekha, Nepal, and allows
over 300 children to attend music and art classes. Finally, Tomorrowland has a store, TML. They
sell a large range of items, including clothes, hats, accessories, and collabs with various artists
(Tomorrowland.com).

Overall, Tomorrowland was created to enjoy life to the fullest without compromise. They
combine positive mother nature and the well-being of the next generations, while celebrating
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music, art, and dance. “It’s all about music and friendship. We encourage international bonds;
friendship reuniting people to dance and to love music, that’s what Tomorrowland is.”

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market:
Tomorrowland’s primary marketing and promotion is done through social media. On Instagram,
Tomorrowland has 7.4 million followers, and they post videos and images multiple times a
week. Their Twitter has 2.3 million followers and posts very often as well. Facebook is still used
but has the least amount of reach. All social media accounts post throughout the entire year.
YouTube is also an important platform for Tomorrowland, and they began using the platform in
2011 to make promotional videos and filming events. The channel has 37.4 million views and
over 250,000 likes. After-movies are an essential part of their YouTube, and they are recap
videos of the festival. They are normally around 20-30 minutes and encompass the best moments
of the two weekends. The videos are described as “the perfect encapsulation of the magic and
wonder this festival offers its attendees” (Stone). It is a great way to experience the festival
without actually going, and maybe entice you to attend the festival the next year.

Influencers and artists are also a huge part of the marketing for the festival. Because artists are
such an important part of the festival, they market for the festival as soon as they are announced
in the lineup. Due the high volume of artists that perform at the festival, this increases the
amount of reach Tomorrowland gets on social media. There are three types of influencers:
macro-influencers, micro-influencers, and conversational influencers. Macro-influencers have a
huge following, don’t share content often, but have a big impact. Micro-influencers are contained
within a specific topics, but still have a decent following. Conversational influencers are people
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who direct a discussion and build a conversation. By collaborating with macro-influencers,
Tomorrowland has great success. Also, focusing on micro-influencers that are the most relevant
to their target audience (Buron). Tomorrowland also has various partners all over the world,
including Pepsi Max, Budweiser, and Brussels Airlines. These companies do various
promotional pieces to promote the festival (Tomorrowland.com).

Tomorrowland’s target audience is primarily 18+, and people who love to party and dance. The
audience comes from the entire world to Belgium to experience the festival. The target audience
is typically lovers of electronic music, peaceful, loving, uniting, and respectful (Somova).

Relevant Design Materials:
LOGO: The Tomorrowland logo icon creates a symbol to
represent the idea behind the festival. The butterfly is a
positive symbol to represent freedom and the beauty of
nature. The crown represents one world where everyone is
equal. The eye represents looking out for others and the
beauty of life (store.tomorrowland.com). This logo icon is seen throughout the
Tomorrowland branding to represent the ideas behind the festival in all branding
and marketing situations. The sans serif typeface paired with the logo icon allows
the icon to be the hero and the type is secondary and more simple. The image
behind the logo allows the audience to understand the situation and mood for the
festival with the large excited crowded and blue tint. The color blue brings feelings of calmness,
serenity, and peace, all ideas that are seen in the concept of Tomorrowland.
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WEB DESIGN: The Tomorrowland website is very modern and simplistic. The white and black
colors are user friendly, and the purple/pink color allows for large contrast on the white to
maintain the user experience and give more personality to the website. This also ensures that the
copy is not too busy on the colors of the background image. It is effective to include a
background image of the festival to give the audience a hint of the experience, but toning it down
so the website is not too overwhelming. The tab bar at the top is very clear, showing the different
divisions of the festival, store, FAQ’s, socials, radio station, and sign in. All these tabs are an
essential part of the event as a whole and extensions of the brand. It also works well that there
are clearly language options because this event is popular worldwide.
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The specific page for Tomorrowland
Around the World is identical to the
home page, but uses a more fitting
image for the content. The use of
size and proximity is also used for
the aftermovie button to encourage a
user to click on it and show its importance.

The Tomorrowland store, TML, is
similarly designed to the main web
design, creating a clear connection
that this company is under
Tomorrowland. The line weight of
the heart and shopping cart icons
match the thin sans serif typeface to create cohesion. The color gold is brought into the branding
in the store design. The color gold stands for loyalty, care, achievement, accomplishment, and
success (colorpsychology.org).
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APP DESIGN: The
Tomorrowland app design is very
cohesive with the web design and
overall branding. The tabs at the
bottom are done well to maintain
the icon style created throughout
the rest of the branding with the
lines and colors. The simple color
scheme of black, white, and pink
enhance the simplicity but also
personality of the brand. The artist
screen highlights one of the most
important aspects of the festival, which is the music and the people creating the music. Having
the festival in app form is great for users and guests to have the information they need at their
fingertips at all times.
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MERCHANDISE: These brand extension pieces are from the
Tomorrowland store. An important detail is that every
merchandise piece has the logo icon on the product. This
emphasizes the company branding and extends the music
festival beyond the concept of just an event. The color
choices of the gold, black, blue, and purple in these products
mimics ideas from the brand established in other places. The
image of the bag and hat both have a bright holographic
effect, representing the lights at a music festival. Having a
product shot with these lights adds important
context to the product and the idea behind the
brand. The masks show the brand keeping up
with current events and creating products for
users in the present time. This is important in
order to keep up with the desires of the audience
and extending the brand with multiple
touchpoints.

Holographic design has become a popular trend in the past decade. The
early users of holograms where purely scientific, working with light and
lasers to create colors. The hologram trend has many uses, such as
stationery, photography, products, and more. This trend is a way to grab
attention and connect design with science (Schenker).
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PROMOTIONAL GRAPHICS: The Tomorrowland
Winter poster showcases the event experience with the
bright image in the center. The logo is also high on the
hierarchy in the center of the poster. The image itself
creates a very nice negative space to put the type
information in. The large crowd in the image gives a
sense of the experience that can be gained from attending
the event. The gold, blues, and pinks are consistent with
the brand colors seen throughout to create unity of the
branding.

The Reflection of Love poster design has a lot of
dimension and visual interest created with the 3D shapes
and lighting effects. The color theme is consistent to the
Tomorrowland branding with the gold elements. The
gold creates a sense of wealth and sophistication, which
is further emphasized by the decorative elements on the
edges. Hierarchy is shown with the type size,
emphasizing “sold out” as the most important
information on the graphic.
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These two graphics are
promotional graphics on the
Tomorrowland Instagram for
their radio station, One World
Radio. The circle lines work to
create a sense of movement and
sound, directly representing
music coming from the radio. Making the images black and white allows the background colors
to be very vibrant and metallic. Keeping all the images black and white also creates consistency
throughout the posts on Instagram.

The promotional graphic for limited edition compilation
music carries the elegant gold and black colors. The ornate
decorative design on the corners brings a traditional
sophisticated design element, and when paired with the gold
details, elevates the product to make it feel more traditional
and special.
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Save Our Stages
Background:
Save Our Stages is a campaign started by NIVA, National Independent Venue Association.
NIVA is a group of 2,000+ independent venues across America. These venues are working
together to ask Washington for legislation to help independent venues survive during the
pandemic. Venues across America were some of the first locations to close, and they will be
some of the last ones to open. These venues have zero revenue during this time, and they are in
serious danger. NIVA is asking senators and representatives to provide long-term assistance for
shuttered businesses, relief through tax credits, and continue unemployment insurance benefits.
These music venues are vital to their local economies as they provide employment, destinations,
and revenue. Arts and culture are vital to the economy, and they are predicted to lose billions of
dollars due to COVID-19 related shutdowns. “NIVA’s mission is to preserve and nurture the
ecosystem of independent venues and promoters throughout the United States”
(saveourstages.com).

Save Our Stages Fest is a virtual music festival put on by NIVA. They partnered with YouTube
for this three day event in order to promote saving beloved music venues. The event streamed on
October 16–18, and featured new performances by a variety of artists and bands. As a whole, this
event aimed to create awareness, advocacy, and donations for the NIVA emergency relief fund.
The NIVA emergency relief fund was created to raise money for the most vulnerable venues
while waiting for legislation from Congress. The event featured artists performing at venues
across America. This allowed for promotion of various venues who are apart of NIVA. The
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entire show streamed on YouTube, and there was a schedule on the website showing the times,
artists, and what venue they are performing in.

Along with performing in the virtual music festival, artists have written a letter to Congress. A
section of the letter includes “We will know America is “back” when our music venues are filled
with fans enjoying concerts safely. The live music experience is inextricably tied to our nation’s
cultural and economic fabric. In fact, 53% of Americans – that’s 172 million of us – attended a
concert last year.” (nivassoc.org). The letter has signatures from hundreds of artists, including
Lady Gaga, Billy Joel, Cher, and Coldplay.

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market:
NIVA has many partners that work with them to promote their cause. These partners include
etix, lyte, See Tickets, YouTube, Prism.fm, NITO, and byp. They are also partnered with local
venue associations including CIVL Chicago, Cleveland Music Club Coalition, the Independent
Venue Alliance, Independent Venue Coalition, Indiana Independent Venue Alliance, Red River,
and WA Nightlife Music Association (nivassoc.org).

The hashtag #SaveOurStages is used throughout the marketing to unite all the elements under
one hashtag. The tag is being used by NIVA, the artists, venues, and overall as a way to keep all
the information in one location. Social media is a large part of the marketing strategy for NIVA’s
Save Our Stages Fest. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter are all used equally, sharing the same
posts on each platform in order to reach people using all forms of social media. The NIVA
YouTube channel is used to post videos of artists and politicians promoting Save Our Stages.
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YouTube is the platform for the stream, which is effective to reach a lot of people because of
YouTube’s accessibility and easy use. Due to the wide range of artists promoting and performing
in the virtual festival, this increases the promotional reach for the festival.

There have been many articles written about Save Our Stages, including from Rolling Stone,
Pitchfork, Billboard, and Variety. The various articles are increasing its promotion and reach.
Another addition to the marketing is all the artists performing in the virtual festival. The wide
range of artists performing and the very high profile artists increases the reach. Due to the variety
of artists performing, this expands the target market to fans of the various artists. The target
market is also simply people who love venues and see the impact of venues closing due to
COVID-19. This includes employees and general lovers of live music. The foundation of live
music is these small local venues, which are in serious danger (nivassoc.org).

Relevant Design Materials:
LOGO: This is the logo for the Save Our Stages
festival. The entire branding of the event is based
around this logo with the typefaces and textures. The
logo is designed to look like a real venue signage with
the rectangle shape created by the textures. The texture throughout the elements makes the logo
more detailed and emphasize the grunge nature of many concert venues. NIVA and
YouTubeMusic also show hierarchy being the smallest type on the logo, but they are still
included on the logo because of their importance to the event.
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The logo for NIVA is unique from the Save Our Stages logo.
It is very clean, simple, and straightforward. It works well for
a professional association, with a little bit of interest with the
negative space taken out of the A.

PROMOTIONAL GRAPHICS: This graphic of the line-up is very consistent
with the branding established by the logo. The texture and typefaces are repeated
to create a cohesive brand. The layout is straightforward, clearly separating the
three days. This graphic introduces three colors to further the separation.

This graphic is used to separate the days of the virtual festival, showing just the
artists on day one. It uses color consistently to represent certain days of the
festival to make it clear to the viewer which day is being shown. The textured
background adds more dimension to the graphic and adds to the grunge feel. The
texture adds to the feel of lived in and worn environment, like the venue spaces
we love. It also has a sense of movement to represent music.

This social media graphic is very type focused and consistent with the NIVA
brand. The green color is used as an overlay of a venue space in order to create a
space for the type to be legible, but still have that reference of the venue.
Hierarchy is shown through the use of scale and proximity, emphasizing the
white text. The hashtag is vital but smaller because the important information is
the call to action.
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These images are from
a promotional video
posted on NIVA’s
social medias. The
introduction of
outlined type creates
an interesting visual, especially in video format with type animation. This video shows the
different ways the brand elements can be used to create promotional content. Keeping the visual
in black and white allows it to represent the event without specifying the specific days of the
virtual festival.

This image from NIVA’s
YouTube channel shows the
established style of their
video thumbnails. The green
branded color is seen here,
and when paired with the black and white, it really establishes these videos as NIVA. The gold in
the hashtag draws a viewer’s eye to the content, which works well to increase interaction and get
them interested in the cause.
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MERCHANDISE: NIVA also uses merchandise in order to
promote the Save Our Stages Festival and NIVA as a whole.
The T-shirt designs are very simple, just taking graphics already
created for media and putting them on wearable merchandise. It
is common for festival T-shirts to include the artist line-up, so it
is effective to do this for Save Our Stages, even though this
festival has a different experience being virtual.

These are other various merchandise pieces sold to
promote the Save Our Stages Festival and NIVA. This
shows the variety of ways type can be applied to
merchandise in order to have a variety of products a
consumer can purchase to support the event. The
saying ‘save our stages’ is adjusted for each product in
order to fit best in the space provided. The lightning
bolt element is introduced in these pieces as a secondary
design element. The bolt creates a sense of attitude and striking
personality. The koozie is branding for just NIVA and not the
festival, but this shows that the two are intertwined with each
other.
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Woodstock Music Festival
Background:
Woodstock Music Festival took place in August 1969 on a dairy farm in Bethel, New York, and
lasted for three days. Around half a million people attended the festival. Woodstock Music
Festival, later known as just Woodstock, was one of the biggest representations of the
counterculture movement in the 1960s. In the 1960s, there were many conflicts within the
country, such as the Vietnam War and the civil rights movement, so Woodstock provided an
escape into music, unity, and peace (History.com). Rain turned the festival grounds into a farm
of mud, but the audience still had a great time. Many people suspect the poor conditions did not
bring the mood down because of the large amounts of psychedelics and marijuana that was
consumed by the festival goers (Ward).

Thirty-two musicians performed at Woodstock, including Havens, Joan Baez, The Grateful
Dead, and Jimi Hendrix. In memory of Woodstock, Bethel Woods Center for the Arts opened in
2006 where the festival took place. Bethel Woods continues to host outdoor concerts, as well as
maintaining a 1960s museum. Max Yasgur, the farmer who provided his land for Woodstock,
said, “…You’ve proven something to the world…the important thing that you’ve proven to the
world is that a half a million young people can get together and have three days of fun and music
and have nothing but fun and music and God bless you for it!” (History.com).

Business Model:
Woodstock was created by John Roberts, Joel Rosenman, Artie Kornfeld, and Michael Lang, all
men in their 20s wanting an investment opportunity. Lang had a background in music festivals
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because he organized the Miami Music Festival in 1968. Also, Kornfeld was the youngest vice
president at Capitol Records. Roberts and Rosenman were New York entrepreneurs, but these
men were still underprepared to host Woodstock. It started out as Woodstock Ventures, Inc.,
which led to hosting a music festival. An important aspect of appealing to musicians was getting
a well-known name to sign on, and their first well-known talent to sign on was Creedence
Clearwater Revival.

There are a lot of logistics that go into planning a music festival, including concessions,
bathrooms, tents, and more. They booked the location only a month before the festival, so they
had little time to prepare. Because of their lack of preparedness, the festival was a free event,
causing large masses of people. Only 50,000 people were expected to attend, but around half a
million people showed up. Leaving the festival on August 18 was just as difficult as getting to
the festival, which involved traffic jams and abandoning cars. Also, cleaning up the aftermath
took many days and tens of thousands of dollars (History.com).

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market:
The audience for Woodstock was diverse and represented the cultural changes during the 1960s.
A large part of the audience were hippies who were escaping materialism and society’s
standards. Many people thought the audience was living their mantra of “making love, not war”
(History.com).

The promotion for Woodstock was tailored for young people who wanted a moment of peace in
the troubling times. It was mostly promoted as “An Aquarian Experience: Three Days of Peace
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and Love.” The location was inviting as a way to get away from the city. Furthermore, the lineup of well-known musicians reached a large audience. In the 1960s without social media, they
used ads and word of mouth primarily to gain a 500,000 people turnout. Woodstock showed that
even without digital media, they were able to have a successful long-lasting event with
authenticity (Wilcox).

An important lesson from the marketing of Woodstock is that everything may not go as planned.
By establishing brand loyalty, customers will be content even if things go wrong. Many things
went wrong at Woodstock, including little security, rain, traffic jams, and delays, but it was still
one of the most loved events of all time. Another important lesson is to always be able to adapt.
Woodstock became so well-known because of the unexpected and chaos, but it was still a huge
success. Even with everything that went wrong, the brand is still successful and an iconic
moment of history (Cavill).

Relevant Design Materials:
Arnold Skolnick, a New York graphic designer and advertising
director, was assigned to create a replacement for the original
poster for Woodstock. Skolnick was given very little instructions
for the poster design, just the information “We’re going to have a
festival with arts and crafts and music” and Skolnick decided on
“three days of peace and music” and started the design with just
the words. During this time period, there were a lot of elaborate
rock posters and a focus on psychedelic design, but Skolnick
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wanted to make sure the design was simple so it was easily distinguishable. The guitar and bird
were the first assets created in the poster, and from there he balanced out the poster with the type
on the bottom. The bird is based off a catbird, rather than a dove which is the typical symbol for
peace (Voci).

The symbol created by Skolnick was meant to be a catbird and a flute, but now people associate
it with a dove and guitar. The bold colors and typography mimic the hippie vibes of the time
period. Furthermore, the idea of peace and equality are represented by the equal size of the band
names in alphabetical order, showing no hierarchy. The whole idea of Woodstock was peace and
music, and the simple poster represents this (Grant).
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David Bowie
Background:
David Robert Jones was born in Brixton in 1947, and ever since he was a young boy, he was
inspired by London West End jazz. In 1966, he became known as David Bowie and started his
career in music. His career slowly picked up in the late 1960s as he became known as an
international superstar. Throughout his career, Bowie took influence from many cultures and
styles. Bowie’s extensive body of work and multi-generational influence will always live on in
memories (Davidbowie.com).

Bowie was interested in visual arts very early on in his life. In the 1960s, he studied at Bromley
College of Arts, specializing in layout and typesetting. Even though music was Bowie’s main
passion, he loved type and design as well. Malcom Garrett, the designer of various album sleeves
for Bowie in the 1970s and 1980s, said about Bowie, “He wasn’t actually strong on ‘design’ per
se, but he obviously pioneered the way in which sound and image could be harnessed and
manipulated by mainstream pop artists. Since I was about 13 he has always been there, creating
soundscapes that helped define cultural moments in time and set visual standards for successive
generations” (Typeroom).

David Bowie left a big impact on graphic design by inspiring artists and illustrators. People were
mostly inspired by his bravery and eclectic nature. Neville Brody explains Bowie was “one of
the biggest influences on my growing up in London. Being exposed to his design sensibility and
music was huge. I was motivated and encouraged by his creativity and ability to challenge the
norm and make it work joyfully. He was brazen” (Knight). Fashion designers were also inspired
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by Bowie with his remarkable stage costumes of elegance and confidence. Both the music and
album artwork of Bowie pushed people to question their own artistic capabilities (Knight).

Jonathan Barnbrook was Bowie’s primary graphic designer. Barnbrook works in London from
his studio, which was founded in 1990, on a variety of disciplines including print, art, industrial,
typeface design, and motion graphics. Barnbrook created visuals to represent Bowie’s music in
vinyls, CDs, other music related pieces, and he developed some of the David Bowie Is
exhibition. Barnbrook connected with Bowie through Damien Hirst, a British contemporary
artist. He was always a fan of Bowie and was heavily influenced by his music growing up
(Tonolli). Barnbrook and Bowie worked side-by-side to create graphics, as Bowie cared deeply
about every detail of his albums.

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market:
Bowie created lots of bold aesthetics and music that are influential across the world. However,
London and Berlin are the cities influenced the most by Bowie’s art. Jonathan Barnbrook and
David Bowie worked well together because they shared a lot in common, specifically the same
British sense of humor, which was very self-deprecating and satirical. In the artistic sense,
Barnbrook and Bowie both worked in ‘popular’ areas, but still brought in unique and avant-garde
influences. While working on an album together, they both brought a wide range of influences,
whether that be comic art or renaissance painting (Tonolli). Barnbrook and Bowie both
understood the importance of the image on an album cover. With so many CDs and records
being produced, many artists did not think about the meaning behind the art and rather just
wanted it to look good. Barnbrook and Bowie wanted the album art to create discussion and
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thought. They did this well, as some people disliked the art, and some people loved it, creating
that discussion they desired (Typeroom).

Relevant Design Materials:
ALBUMS: Heathen was the first album art Barnbrook created with
Bowie. Bowie asked Barnbrook the day before the photoshoot if he
would design the album, so everything was really created on a whim. He
was greatly inspired by the objects that were photographed and the
beauty of destroyed paintings (Tonolli). The destruction of religious art
symbolizes renewal and creativity, as well as the melancholy music in
the album. The cover was designed to be very minimal, focusing on the
necessary elements. The title being upside down represents going
against what is typically expected. The type throughout is even
desecrated to further the theme throughout the album art and represent
that humans need to evolve (Barnbrook.net).

Reality was Barnbrook’s
second collaboration with
Bowie. It was heavily
influenced by the music,
which was focused on a
raw live sound. The bright colors and vibrant design represents the energy in the music. The
illustrations were done by Rex Ray (Barnbrook.net).
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The Next Day album cover was created to be a very conceptual
postmodern art piece. Barnbrook explains that he “intentionally
made the graphics anti-popstar, anti-beautiful; the colors were
harsh, discordant on purpose… the typography minimal and the
lyrics were styled like a very long monologue” (Tonolli). Bowie
was working with Barnbrook side by side throughout the entire
process to portray the idea of existentialism and discontent. In
the booklet, they wanted to include one photo of Bowie that said
‘I am a popstar, look at me,’ to represent that this is who David
Bowie is now at his certain age, and Bowie specifically picked
out this photo himself (Tonolli). This album was created in
secrecy by Barnbrook and Bowie after Bowie’s 10 year hiatus.
An advertising campaign was created based on the white square
symbol. It was implemented in guerrilla advertising across the
world and remains a representation of a successful marketing
campaign (Barnbrook.net).
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There are questions about hidden meanings in Bowie’s
album Blackstar. Barnbrook discussed that he cannot
comment on anything about the content of Blackstar, but he
does explain that it is “brutally honest.” Humans find secrets
and meanings with symbols and create stories out of them,
and it does not matter if their suspicions are correct, it is all
about the idea of creation (Tonolli). Blackstar was released
on January 8, 2016, two days before Bowie’s passing. The
album on a basic level represents mortality, finality,
darkness, and simplicity. The art directly represents the
music (Typeroom).
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ICONS: These icons are Blackstar art that was
released for free by Barnbrook. This was something
he discussed with Bowie before his passing. They
wanted to release these icons to the public because
many people would get tattoos of these graphics but
felt like they were doing something wrong.
Barnbrook and Bowie wanted to ensure that
Bowie’s fans knew this was okay and a way to express their love (Tonolli).

STAMPS: These are stamps Barnbrook created in
collaboration with San Marino AASFN. He had
full creative control over what he wanted to
create to honor Bowie’s 70th birthday. The first
one with the Blackstar and Bowie as the
astronaut related to Russian stamps, romanticism,
and Major Tom. The middle stamp shows how
abstract an iconic album cover could be taken and still have it be identifiable. The last one shows
the cover photo of the album Low, and refers to British royalty to represent what Bowie meant to
his fans and to Barnbrook (Tonolli).
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The Rolling Stones
Background:
The Rolling Stones formed in 1962 and grew to be one of the most well-known British rock
groups world-wide. The original members of the band were Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Brian
Jones, Bill Wyman, and Charlie Watts. The later members were Mick Taylor, Ron Wood, and
Darryl Jones. The Rolling Stones have become the definition of rock music with their sound,
look, and public image. The band was created in London, starting with music influenced by
Chicago Blues. By 1965, they were on top with the Beatles as favorites of teenage British
listeners. Through their history, they became more and more rebellious and established their
iconic rock look.

Their first hit was “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” in 1965, and was followed by many hits.
During the 60s, art-pop and psychedelia contrasted with The Rolling Stones’ dark and rebellious
energy, as well as the fact they spent time in and out of court and jail. Their overall mix of sex,
drugs, Satanism, and radical politics defined the band’s music and image as a whole. After
break-ups and members changing, The Rolling Stones continue to show that their shows will still
sell out and they are viewed by many as the ultimate rock band (Murray).

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market:
The Rolling Stones were forming and releasing music simultaneously as the Beatles, and they
originally appeared very similar to the Beatles. Their manager, Andrew Loog Oldham,
emphasized the need for The Rolling Stones to differentiate themselves from the Beatles by
appearing more edgy. Oldham went as far as planting stories in the British press, such as “Would
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you let your daughter marry a Rolling Stone?” Their hit song “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” was
the start of their rebellious career and the song was at the forefront of establishing their image
(Alhart).

In an interview with ADWEEK, Oldham said "The Beatles looked like they were in show
business, and that was the important thing," he said. "And the important thing for The Rolling
Stones was to look as if they were not." While the Beatles all dressed the same, The Rolling
Stones differentiated themselves. Little details like this established the idea that they were more
disobedient and rock and roll. Oldham considered all aspects of marketing to create cohesion
with the image behind the band and to attract the attention he wanted from their audience and
record labels (Sherman).

Relevant Design Materials:
LOGO: John Pasche, a student at the RCA, designed the
logo for The Rolling Stones. Pasche met with Jagger to
discuss ideas for the logo, and Pasche explains he quickly
came up with the idea to reference Jagger’s features. The
big red lips paired with the tongue play off his features,
but also hint to the anti-authority ideas behind the band
and rock and roll. Pasche was also influenced by Pop Art’s
direct and simple style, which alludes to why this logo is timeless and still used in various ways
to this day (Creative Review).
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EXHIBITION: Pentagram created an exhibition to
celebrate The Rolling Stones’ 50th anniversary, named
Exhibitionism – The Rolling Stones. This exhibition was
designed by design studio Pentagram, produced by Tony
Cochrane and Thea Jeanes-Cochrane of iEC, and curated
by Ileen Galagher. This was a complete and
comprehensive event looking into the career of The
Rolling Stones. Environments, objects, media, and
sound were all used to create a complete experience. The
entire exhibit creates a story of the past 50 years of the
band, including installations of their first apartment on
Edith Grove in Chelsea, the recording process, studio
environments, and a gallery that gives a sense of their
stage presence. By encompassing all aspects of design
and art, paired with over 500 artifacts from The Rolling
Stones, viewers are able to get a sense of the band’s
history. Throughout their history, The Rolling Stones
worked with various artists and designers, and this
tradition was maintained with the exhibition and the
wide range of people who worked on it (Pentagram).
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ALBUMS: The Rolling Stones’ album covers allude to the band’s story just as much as the
music itself. Their first albums maintained the dark rock and roll feel with their designs, and as
time progressed, the albums moved more towards the trends in the music industry. Their albums
are a mix of very ornate detailed designs, while some are very simple and refer to no story.

The album cover for December’s Children (and Everybody’s) really plays
into the dark, moody personality of The Rolling Stones with the harsh color
contrast.

The album cover for Between the Buttons was done by photographer Gered
Mankowitz. Mankowitz had worked with The Rolling Stones before, so he
was more confident in his skills and relationship with the band to try
something new. The blur effect gives motion and intrigue to the cover.

Sticky Fingers introduces one of the most well-known rock images and iconic
Stones’ style. Some versions of the cover even had a working zipper, created
by Andy Warhol. The black and white with red emphasizes the rock and roll
classic style.

The Love You Live cover was also designed by Andy Warhol, and features a
portrait of Mick Jagger “biting the hand that feeds him.’ Jagger wrote the title
and band name on the art, which Warhol thought ruined the entire piece
(DeRiso).
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Target Market
Music festivals are most commonly attended by millennials, ages 17-34, with 75% of music
festival attendees being in this age group. A large part of festival engagement happens virtually
through live streams and videos. Live streams and videos are essential for reaching a larger
audience (Eventbrite, Music Festival Study).

Based on a survey done by Eventbrite and MusicWatch, Inc, they determined that people who
attend festivals can be broken up into three groups: hardcore, moderate, and casual. The term
festie has been established as someone who attends music festivals. Hardcore festies attend
around five to six festivals every year, moderates attend two to three, and casual groups attend
just one festival. This is useful information in understanding the demographic for festivals. Their
survey questioned over 1,000 18-49 year old’s in North America who had attended at least one
music festival in the past year, and this survey was completed in 2016.

The most important group for growth is the hardcore festies. They comprise around 20% of
festival-goers, but on average spend more money on their ticket. Moderate festies account for
about 50%, and casual accounts for about 30%. Important demographics for festies include the
average age is 32, they are 59% male, earn more than $75k a year, and their favorite music
genres are alternative, modern rock, classic rock, and pop. Overall, hardcore festies are more
likely to be loyal and continuously go to music festivals every year, and bring in more consumers
by informing their friends (Grate).
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Marketing and Promotion
Collateral (Brand Extension)
Collateral for a music festival includes everything from parking permits, posters, signage, and
little elements that bring the brand together. The branding has to work on a wide range of scales,
from very large banners to very small wristbands, so it is beneficial to have versions that work at
many scales. (Gosling). Based on case studies, collateral for many music festivals includes tshirts, posters, wrist bands, hats, tote bags, and other merchandise.

Package Design
There is not much package design for a music festival, but one kind of package seen is the mail
for tickets and/or festival promotion. Package design encompasses many choices including
materials, form, and graphics. When creating package design, it is important to always keep in
mind what the product is, who’s buying the product, and how people are buying the product. In
regards to a virtual music festival, it is important to note that everything would be purchased
online rather than in person. Packages that are bought online should not have a lot of extra space
to ensure that the product stays safe in the mail. Product packaging has three different layers,
including the outer packaging, inner packaging, and product packaging. The shape of the
package itself is important to consider, and most mail packages come in simple boxes (Morr).

Web Design
UX design, user experience design, is an important tool when designing websites. Kingston
explains some of the key principles of hierarchy in UX design and how they can help direct the
viewer to what you want them to read. Visual hierarchy is very important in UX design because
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it allows a user to navigate and engage with your design much faster and easier. Scale is one tool
to use, as the largest element on a screen is typically what draws a user first. Color is another tool
that can be used to show hierarchy, as brighter colors are going to grab attention first. Contrast
goes along with color, as it is important to note how a color changes on different backgrounds.

Perspective can be used to also bring focus to certain elements through the use of relative size
and adding depth. Utilizing different typefaces and typeface styles is another tool. Negative
space and proximity are also useful. By grouping elements together, you can direct a viewer’s
eye to read information in a particular order as we tend to group things together based on their
space relation to each other. It is important to have some form of a grid and alignment in order to
make viewing the screen easier and relate elements to each other. Overall, visual hierarchy works
to narrow down what is most important, and leave the rest to be secondary, tertiary, etc.
(Kingston). All of these design rules are important to keep in mind for any web design, including
music festival websites.

Advertising
•

Print: The most common advertising media for music festivals is posters. Posters are
displayed in print as well as digital on social media. Posters are often seen in quick
passing, whether that be on a bus stop or street walls, so it is important to have clear
hierarchy. Typography is a useful tool to utilize in a poster design by making the festival
name large and using unique typography that relates directly to the festival branding.
Color contrast is also important to insure that type stands out against the background.
Festival posters are often either typographic, illustrative, or photographic, and it depends
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on the style of the event itself. Having lots of layers and dimension to your poster design
can immerse the viewer into the whole experience, making it seem like they are actually
at the event. Texture and overlays are a good way to add more dimension to a poster and
help enhance the visual experience.

The type of design depends highly on the genre of music as well. Creating a series of
posters is a great way to make them more memorable, as long as the core design elements
are consistent across the posters to insure cohesion. Color is used in posters to create the
overall mood of the festival, and it can really transform the entire layout. It can be a very
useful tool in showing the atmosphere of the festival (Fussell).

•

Outdoor: Outdoor posters and advertising are often bright and bold in order to “stand out
and draw attention to whatever they are next to” (Keegan, Gosling). Outdoor advertising
can be effective to reach an audience that is on their way to the music festival because
many people travel to attend music festivals. This can be on billboards, trucks, and other
outdoor ads. Outdoor advertising is also a great way to get attendees to post on social
media and attract even more people (Queiroz).

•

Web Banner: Web banners for music festivals all follow a common theme: an image of
either the location/cityscape or the crowd at a concert. Coachella, Tomorrowland,
Lollapalooza, and Music Midtown are all popular music festivals that use these image
styles. Many of these banners, and overall music festival branding, include vibrant bright
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colors. On a biological level, humans are drawn to bright colors because in nature, bright
colors often means poison (Lundberg).
•

Social Media: Social media plays a huge part in the popularity and awareness of music
festivals. Almost half, 46%, of music festival attendees discovered a festival through
social media. Also, 30% of people who watch a livestream of a music festival will
eventually attend the event in person. Hardcore festies also play an important role in
social media presence for music festivals. “69% of hardcore festies say their friends rely
on them for information about upcoming music festivals” (Veal). Also, during a
music festival, 81% of hardcore festies are active on social media.

The type of social media is also an important tool. 85% of active fans are on Facebook,
71% on Instagram, 50% on Snapchat, 48% on Twitter, and 17% on Tumblr. It is
important for music festivals to have a social media strategy to engage with fans during
the festival. This can be done with art installations and displaying social media handles
and hashtags (Grate). While all social media platforms are important for marketing,
Instagram followers interact the most. 5-7% of Instagram followers interact with posts,
making Instagram the highest rate of interaction. Word-of-mouth is a very important tool,
which can be done easiest through social media. Many people take recommendations of
friends and family, so it is important for music festivals to make their content easily
shareable (Veal).

•

Other: It is important to note that half of the conversation about music festivals occurs
before the event actually takes place. 3% takes place when ticket purchase is announced,
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and 39% when the lineup is announced. Hashtags for the brand are an important tool to
allow attendees to share their experiences and to allow the festival team to see analytics
(Grate).

Other
•

Icons: As seen in case studies, icons are used to create a sense of cohesion between
various elements of a brand. Logo icons that can be used in various sizes and shapes
allows the brand identity to be seen in all elements of the brand.

•

Apps: Everything discussed about UX design under Web Design can also apply to apps.
Many music festivals are relying on apps to have their information reach their audience in
a more convenient way. It creates a way to combine all the festival information in one
convenient location. The very basics of a festival app are a timetable and map. It helps
give the audience a breakdown of performances and how to get there, which are very
crucial features. Other features can include information about other activities, food and
beverages, and updates. Apps are also beneficial for the company in order to see
analytics. Apps also help merge the idea of augmented reality (Kristensen). For in-person
music festivals, augmented reality is used to enhance the atmosphere, while for virtual, it
can help make the experience feel even more real.

•

Live Streaming Platforms: There are various live streaming platforms that are accessible
to stream any live event. YouTube is one popular website to live stream on. You can
stream through mobile, webcam, or encoder, and encoder would be the option to live
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stream an event. On YouTube, you can stream whatever you want, as long as it adheres
to Community Guidelines. YouTube also has additional features to enhance the
experience, such as making highlight videos from the live stream. During the stream, data
is able to be viewed through the live control room that lets you access number of viewers,
duration, likes, chat rate, playbacks, and average watch time. There is a chat that allows
viewers to communicate with each other, and the streamer, during the live event. There is
also an option to donate money through Super Chats, but YouTube takes a cut of these
donations (YouTube.com).

Veeps is another popular streaming platform. Veeps was created by Joel and Benji
Madden, members of the band Good Charlotte. The platform was created for ticketed live
streams, specifically concerts. It has features such as a chat, enhanced engagement,
merch, and VIP offers. Veeps was established in 2017, and has featured artists such as
Brandi Carlile, Liam Payne, Architects, and more. About 1,000 live stream events took
place on Veeps in 2020. Live Nation, “the world’s leading live entertainment company,”
partnered with Veeps in early 2021 in order to further the reach of artists through live
music. Benji Madden describes Veeps as “taking an art-first approach to live stream
shows.” This allows Veeps to be just as wonderful of an experience as a live show would
be (Live Nation Entertainment).

•

Virtual Events: There are a wide variety of pros and cons of physical events vs. virtual
events. A large aspect of the difference is travel. With physical events, the artist and the
person attending the event both have to travel, which will increase costs. A virtual event
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is more convenient for both parties. Also, virtual events are more flexible for a worldwide audience with the opportunity to record the performance so people can view the
event at any time, so time zones are less of a problem. At physical events, you are able to
make more of a connection with other people attending the event by being face-to-face.
Furthermore, the act of purchasing merchandise can be an experience of its own at a
physical event, however this can be combatted by including all the same merchandise
available for purchase through the platform of a virtual event (6Connex).

According to a report done by Goldman Sachs, 74% of fans will continue to watch live
streaming events, even after in-person events resume. Also, 79% of fans are expected to
return to live events after 4 months of restrictions being lifted (Yang, 3).

•

Covid Effecting the Music Industry: The major sources of income for the music industry
are live music and recorded music, both making up around 50% of revenue. The global
music industry is worth over $50 billion. Physical sales, as well as digital sales, have both
gone down due to COVID-19, but this was seen primarily in the beginning of the
pandemic. This is explained by various reasons, including less people commuting and
listening to music, and a higher focus on news media. Advertising has also been hit with
the music industry reducing the spending on advertisements. A quarter of media buyers
and brands paused advertising in the first half of 2020, and 46% have reduced spending.
Furthermore, artists delayed their music release dates due to tour delays and other
complications. Live music performance revenue is effectively zero, cutting the revenue of
the music industry in half.
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Other than just effecting artists, this is also effecting their crew, venues, and record
labels. There has been a lot of funding from the industry to help people who were hit
harder. This includes donations from Universal Music Group, Live Nation Entertainment,
and streaming platforms. Due to the lack of live events, there has been a surge in virtual
events and new ways for artists to engage with fans. Streaming platforms have become a
source of connecting artists with their fans, and streaming platforms have enabled new
features to help with monetization. Long term, the ways artists have learned to connect
with their fans over a virtual setting will continue to be implemented even after the
pandemic. Although the music industry was devastated during the first months of the
pandemic, it has provided a surge in digital streaming (Hall).

Goldman Sachs created a report, “Music in the Air,” describing the impact of COVID-19
on the music industry, as well as predictions for the industry in the next 10 years.
According to this report, there was a 25% decline in the global music industry, and a 75%
drop in live music revenue (Yang, 3).

Brand Identity
Music festivals are about more than just the music and the location, but also about art, food, and
the creation of something immersive. All of these work together to create a brand identity for the
music festival. There are many festivals now, therefore they must all compete with each other to
sell tickets, which makes brand identity important so that festivals can stand out from each other.
The identity is about building a whole experience of the festival through design.
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The idea of branding a festival is sometimes discouraged because festivals want to be open to a
wide range of bands and a wider audience. For example, Glastonbury Festival is known to have
different designs every year regarding their typography, logos, and other design aspects, but they
keep their main logo consistent, which is more general. Glastonbury Festival is known to show
that branding is more than just a logo and website design, but more of a holistic package where
all elements work together. A common theme in the identity of many festivals is the idea of
bringing people together and the shared experience of attending a festival. Long running festivals
have built up a history of their branding that has become so recognizable, which can make
branding a festival very complex and challenging for newer festivals (Gosling).

The idea behind a lot of festival design is to give the audience an experience in-between the
music acts. It is also important for the brand to be consistent across all elements, but “not making
it all rely on one thing” (Ostrowski, Gosling). Ostrowski said, “I think it helps to get yourself a
bit lost in a conceptual world you create for a project. The lovely thing about a festival is there’s
quite a bit of license.” It is important to make something unique to the idea behind the festival
and not just making something cool and trendy. It has to capture the excitement of the festival
but also be respectful to the bands that are involved in the festival. “The most successful and
honest festival branding, it seems, relies not only on type, color, logomarks and a suite of
photography, but on creating a holistic identity build around more abstract and experiential
concepts” (Gosling). Overall, the brand identity and design is less about the physical things and
more about the feeling.
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It is also important to note that the festival brand impacts festival attendees more than the artists
performing at the festival. Only 8% of social media posts mention a specific artist, leaving more
of the presence to be focused on the festival itself. This is key in determining what sets festivals
apart from each other, other than the lineup (Eventbrite, Music Festival Study).

Design Considerations
•

Color: Color is another important part to branding. In case studies, blues, purples, and
greens were common colors for music festival branding. Blues often represent calm,
trust, and intelligence. Blue is the most popular color used by brands and for personal
preference. It is a very popular choice for social media platforms, including Facebook
and Twitter. It can be a good choice for a base brand color because it is universally liked
by both men and women. Purple represents luxury, mystery, and spirituality, almost
combining the feelings of red and blue. Because in history purple dye was expensive, it
has maintained this luxury representation. Example brands that use purple include Yahoo
and Twitch. Green universally is tied to nature, as well as growth, harmony, wealth, and
stability. Example brands that use green are Starbucks, Spotify, and Whole Foods. It is
also important to note that many music festival brands utilize many colors, representing
fun, diversity, and optimism (Lundberg). Many music festivals are outdoors, making
sense to use green to represent nature. The branding also often wants to make consumers
feel something and represent the feeling of powerful music, making purple a smart color
choice, as well as multi-colored.
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•

Type: Typefaces for branding must be legible and have a range of weights and styles in
order to make many options within the same family. Limiting the amount of fonts is
beneficial from a licensing standpoint as well as ensuring a cohesive brand identity. The
type must convey the identity of the brand and works in a variety of ways (Wheeler, 158159). Other information on type can be viewed in Print.

•

Imagery: Information on Imagery can be read in Print and Web Banner.

ACTIONS TAKEN
All of the research above led me to create the branding, marketing, and design of a virtual music
festival, called VERSE. The festival has a lineup of modern rock artists, and aims to bring the
experience of live music to a virtual setting.

BRAND IDENTITY
Naming
The name VERSE is inspired by the meaning of verse in song writing, which is the repeated
section of a song that typically features a new set of lyrics on each repetition. VERSE is a
modern and digital take on traditional music festivals. The full festival name, VERSE Virtual
Music Festival, uses the alliteration of two V’s to allow smooth transition of the words.

Logo
The primary logo is just the word VERSE with manipulated letterforms in a bold sans serif to
convey the attitude of both the digital space and modern rock music. The right stroke of the V is
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turned vertical to convey boldness and create a space to connect to the reversed negative E. The
negative space of the E also creates two horizontal lines that reference piano keys, relating back
to music. The secondary logo with the tagline “Virtual Music Festival” is used when a more
complete logo and context is needed. A thin box is included to maintain the rectangle shape and
fill out the negative space at the front of the logo.

Typography
Roc Grotesk wide is used for the primary headline typeface. The sans serif keeps the brand
modern and simple, and the wide style applies motion to the type, alluding to music and rock
design. For the supporting type and body copy, Degular is used. Degular maintains the simplistic
and modern sans serif style, and the unique weight changes in the curves of the letterforms adds
a touch of personality and attitude to the typography.

Color
The color palette utilizes shades of purple, green, and blue to represent the energy and emotions
of music. Also, these base colors are most commonly seen in rock music and music festival
design. The purple brings a sense of mystery, luxury, and rock to the brand. The greens provide
harmony, nature, and stability, while also having a bright bold pop for excitement. The blues
represent calmness and trust, but the focus stays on the purples and greens. A gradient is used
with the color palette to add dimension and depth to the design.
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COLLATERAL
Poster
The lineup poster is used to demonstrate design standards that are continuously seen throughout
all collateral and is essential for music festivals. The gradient and warped grid are used to add
texture and depth to the poster, and also represent sound and music. The outlined type is
introduced to further the texture and dimension. The poster utilizes all of the colors from the
color palette to show how they are all applied together. With a lot of elements and texture, the
poster maintains legibility by having solid blocks of color and a gradient under the type. The
information on the poster is consistent with what is needed on a music festival poster, including
the date, location, lineup, website, socials, and a hashtag. The location is described as “wherever
you are,” emphasizing that this festival is virtual and you can attend from anywhere.

Live Waiting Screen
A live waiting screen was made to get an understanding for what the event itself would look like.
In between performances, there will be this countdown screen, showing the time left and the
upcoming artist. This creates a sense of excitement for the audience and mimics the emotion of
physically waiting for a band to come on stage. These two mockups demonstrate two ways to
watch the event. You can tune into the festival on your computer, so you have easy access to chat
with the other viewers. The idea of the chat is taken directly from most live streaming websites.
You can also watch the performances on your TV, creating a more immersive experience. Bring
the Music Home is established on the waiting screen as the primary headline for VERSE. This
emphasizes the act of attending VERSE at your house, or really anywhere you want.
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Web Design
Essential for the marketing and branding of VERSE, a website was developed. The website
sections include lineup, shop, information, contact, backstage, and a large button to purchase
tickets. These sections are consistent with what the majority of music festivals have on their
websites. Another commonality is the date and location in the left corner of the header. This
constantly reminds the user of when and where the festival is, ensuring that they buy tickets
before the event. The desktop screen shows the home page with a large header image, short
paragraph introducing VERSE, and a call to sign up for emails. The header image introduces the
photography style for the brand. Images of concerts and festivals are used, and then a two-toned
gradient is applied over the image. This adds to the digital environment, while still alluding to
the concerts we know and miss. The tablet screen shows the merch section, an essential part of
the brand. The phone screen shows the information section, highlighting the different tabs of
information that users would be curious about, including general, dates and hours, tickets, and
live streaming.

Advertising
Various forms of out-of-home marketing advertisements were developed to increase exposure
for the event. The billboard and street sign show different ways of using design elements on a
large outdoor scale. However, they are also simpler than other collateral so they are easy to read
at a quick glance. Having the dates, website, and a hashtag are essential elements that give the
audience a way to learn more about the event and purchase tickets if they happen to see these
signs and want to learn more. A lamppost banner was made, similar to how banners would be
presented on actual festival grounds. By having these banners in cities leading up to the event, it
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helps bring the virtual event into the physical world. The banners were kept simple to ensure a
quick read from the audience.

Social Media
Facebook and Twitter layouts were developed to further show the importance of these social
media platforms in the marketing of VERSE. The same header image with the two-tone
photography and headline are used to create consistency across social media. A hashtag,
#VERSE2021, is used in all social media to ensure everything about the event can be located in
one place on social media.

Various Instagram posts were designed because social media plays a huge part in the branding
and marketing for music festivals and virtual events. These graphics combine design elements
like the warped grid, two-toned photography, warped type, gradient, and outlined type to create
dimension and texture. All these elements allude to music and the digital environment.

A slider Instagram graphic was created for the event schedule. Having a breakdown of the
schedule on social media allows the audience to constantly be reminded of their favorite bands
they could see at this event. In addition to the established design elements, a paper texture is
added to these graphics. This helps convey an actual lineup poster that could be printed and hung
up on walls with creases, bringing a sense of the physical world into the digital space.
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Merchandise
Various pieces of merchandise were designed for VERSE to create many touchpoints for the
audience. A lineup T-shirt, a staple for music festivals, was created in a similar style to the lineup
poster. Three other shirts and a sweatshirt were made to continue the wearables and add more
items for the audience to wear to promote and get excited about the festival.

Face masks were designed to adapt the merchandise to the current wants of consumers. Using the
warped grid allows the face masks to be simple and not over power the branding so they can be
used in many instances. A tote bag was also designed to extend the collection and create a simple
piece for the brand merch. A festival wristband and branded speaker were created to enhance the
overall experience of the virtual event. An essential part of a physical music festival is the
wristband that allows access to the event, and one was created for VERSE to mimic that
experience. A branded speaker can be purchased to fill up your house with music and create a
more immersive experience in your home.

Brand Extension
A brand extension was created, called Backstage. Backstage is a global relief fund for artists and
venues. Because artists and venues were hit so hard by COVID-19, VERSE is able to give back
to the backbone of the music industry through this extension. The logo relates back to the
VERSE logo with the slanted letter strokes and the same typeface, but it is softer with a thinner
line weight. Business cards and merchandise were created for Backstage, keeping it minimal and
more corporate compared to the VERSE identity. The merchandise was created with the idea that
purchasing will help support artists and venues. The colors are more toned down than the
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VERSE color palette suggesting the more serious nature of this brand extension. All elements
relate back to the VERSE brand identity to ensure that this is seen as an extension of the brand.

CONCLUSION
COVID-19 has adjusted the way everyone worldwide lives, and the music industry has been hit
hard by its effects. For the past year, there have been many advancements in the digital space to
enhance virtual events. Through extensive research on music festivals, virtual events, music
industry design, and general graphic design, VERSE was created. VERSE aims to create the
same emotions and feelings from music festivals right in your home.
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CUTTIC 3

INTRODUCTION
I attended my first concert on July 2nd, 2012, and
ever since I was hooked on going to concerts. I have
been to about 5 – 10 concerts every year since 2012.
The mix of the live music and atmosphere was an
unbelievable experience. However, the past year has
taken a toll on the music industry and live music.
According to Billboard online, 32 million people
attend music festivals every year in the United
States (Lynch). The music industry has been hit
hard by COVID-19. According to Goldman Sachs
“Music in the Air” report, there was a 25% decline
in the global music industry, and a 75% drop in live
music revenue (Yang, 3). In comparison, the major
sources of income for the music industry are live
music and recorded music, both making up around
50% of revenue.
For the past year, there have been many
advancements in the digital space to enhance virtual
events to make up for the lack of physical events.
What if there was a virtual music festival specifically
created to bring the feelings from a physical event
right into your house? This is where my project
comes in, aiming to create the feeling of a music
festival in a virtual space.
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THESIS STATEMENT
This project involved the marketing and branding of
VERSE – a virtual music festival event that aims to create
the environment of a live music festival in a virtual setting.
This was accomplished through extensive research on
music festivals, virtual events, and music related design.
The final result includes a logo, brand identity, poster, web
design, social media graphics, merchandise, marketing
advertisements, and a brand extension.
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METHODOLOGY

ARTICLES

virtual events compare to physical events in terms of

Music Festivals

cost, flexibility, data, networking, and merchandise.
6Connex is the leading provider of virtual event

Descriptive research was conducted on music festivals, virtual events, music related design, and general

To gain an understanding of music festival statistics,

graphic design to gain an understanding of how to create the marketing, branding, and design of a virtual

Check Out These Surprising Stats About U.S. Music

music festival. Sources included articles, reports, and a book about these topics in order to gain an overall

Festivals article, published by Joe Lynch for Billboard,

understanding of the subject. Combined, information about target market, marketing, branding, and overall

was read (Lynch). Lynch has published many articles

music festivals was discovered.

under Billboard. Billboard began in 1894, releasing

Marketing and Advertising

information on the music industry (Billboard.com).

In order to further the information on the importance

CASE STUDIES
Tomorrowland Music Festival
Tomorrowland Music Festival was researched as
it is one of the largest world-wide music festivals.
Tomorrowland is an electronic dance music festival
created in 2005, and it now sells out within minutes
(Your EDM Staff). The event brings people together
over two weekends in a bond to unite people under
dance and music. In 2020, Tomorrowland announced
the festival would not take place due to COVID-19,
but instead a virtual festival, Around the World, took
place. Millions of people around the globe tuned in

festivals in history. The entire event was planned very
fast without many details, but around half a million
people attended the festival in Bethel, New York
(History.com). The marketing, business model, and
design considerations were analyzed for Woodstock
to gain an understanding of one of the most
influential music festivals.

David Bowie
David Bowie is one of the most iconic music stars
from the 1960s, and he took influence from many
cultures and styles. Bowie left a huge impact on
graphic design and illustrators for his eclectic nature

(Tomorrowland.com). Research on Tomorrowland

and brave decisions. Jonathan Barnbrook was Bowie’s

provided vital information about music festivals.

primary graphic designer and brought his ideas to
life in his album art (Typeroom). Because of David

Save Our Stages

Bowie’s large impact on both music and design, this

Save Our Stages is a virtual music festival started by

research provided an understanding of how music

NIVA, National Independent Venue Association, which

and design are connected.

is a group of 2000 + independent venues across

A published post on Eventbrite titled Festival Trends

How Fans Are Using Social Media at Festivals, an

by the Numbers: 7 Stats to Know was read to receive

article written by Rachel Grate and published on

various statistics about music festival attendees and

Eventbrite, was read. Eventbrite is one of the oldest

understand festival trends. This post was written by

and largest ticket sellers, and Grate is a routine writer

Maddie Veal, an established copy and content writer

for Eventbrite and regularly conducts interviews for

with experience in TV and film advertising (Veal).

popular events (Grate).

Virtual Events

Music Festival Demographics and Insights was

The article Live Nation Unites With Live Stream
Platform Veeps To Connect Even More Artists And
Fans Through Live Music Globally was read to further
understand how the live streaming platform Veeps
works and how live streaming is helping both artists
and fans. Live Nation is the world’s leading live
entertainment company and plays a large role in live
events (Live Nation Entertainment).
The Live Stream on YouTube help site was analyzed
to comprehend how live streaming on YouTube

The Rolling Stones

created awareness, advocacy, and donations for

Due to the fact that modern rock music was going to

platform and discusses the basics of YouTube live

the NIVA emergency relief fund to raise money for

play a large role in the creation of this virtual music

streaming (Youtube.com).

vulnerable venues (saveourstage.com). This case

festival, The Rolling Stones were researched as a

study provided details on how NIVA handled a virtual

case study. The group formed in 1962 and grew to

Virtual Events vs. Physical Events: The Definitive

be one of the most well-known British rock groups

Pro-Con List, published by 6Connex, explains how

on saving venues.

Woodstock Music Festival

difference of virtual and physical events (6Connex).

of social media in marketing for music festivals,

America. The event took place in October 2020 and

event with multiple bands and artists, with the focus

solutions, offering first-hand experience on the

works. This information comes directly from the

studied to understand the demographic of music
festival attendees. This article provided statistics
on festival-goers and fan bases. Another Eventbrite
article written by Rachel Grate, this information
comes from a source that is tied closely to music
festivals and other live events (Grate).
To understand how outdoor advertising is reaching
the music festival target audience, How to Reach
Millennial Fans with Outdoor Ads, written by Rodolfo
Queiroz, was read. This article provided information
on the target market and how to reach millennials
through creative outdoor advertising. Queiroz works
at DASH TWO, the site that published the article, as an
expert in Out-of-Home advertising and directly works
with clients (Queiroz).

worldwide. The entire brand identity of The Rolling
Stones shows their dark and rebellious energy and
music (Murrary).

Woodstock Music Festival took place in 1969, and
is thought to be one of the most influential music
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CUTTIC 7

COVID-19 and the Music Industry

award-winning designer and founder of a website

COVID-19 and the Music Industry

It was vital to gain information on how COVID-19 has

that is dedicated to teaching UI/UX best practices

Music in the Air, a report created by Goldman Sachs,

affected the music industry, and this was provided

(Kingston). XD Ideas is a forum created to bring

was read for vital statistics on how COVID-19 has

by the article This Is How COVID-19 Is Affecting

insights and practices on design, coming directly

affected the music industry. This report covered

the Music Industry. This article delivered statistics

from creators of Adobe XD (XD.adobe.com/ideas).

a wide range of information, but general statistics

regarding the business model of music, sales,

on live music and streaming from the report were

advertising, distribution, support, new ways to engage

Are Festival Apps Still Relevant in 2020? was studied

examined (Yang). Goldman Sachs is a leading global

with fans, and long term gains regarding the music

to understand music festival apps and how vital

financial institution that offers many financial

industry in 2020. This article is published on the

they are at this time. This article explained both

services (Goldmansachs.com).

World Economic Forum and written by Stefan Hall,

the pros and cons of music festival apps, with the

the creative economy project lead (Hall).

pros relating most to physical music festivals. This

BOOK

article was written by Jaren Kristensen, who is the

Design and Branding

Design and Branding
To gain an understanding of a vital piece of music
festival branding, the article 10 Top Tips for Designing
Music Festival Posters, written by Grace Fussell and
published on Envato Tuts+, was read. This article goes
into poster design topics such as typography, color,
layout, and more. Grace Fussell is a graphic designer
and design writer, leading the creative agency Blue
Whippet Studio, and primarily focuses on print
design (Fussell).
To get background information on branding a music
festival beyond the typography and colors, the article
What Does It Really Mean to ‘Brand’ a Festival? was
studied. This article goes into the depth about music
festival branding and extending the concept beyond
just design. This article is published on Eye on Design,
a publication by AIGA, the professional association for
design, which is the oldest and largest not-for-profit
design organization in the U.S. (Gosling).

Executive Producer of the Music Tech Summit, which
studies how the music industry is being affected by
technology (Kristensen).
The article Color Meanings and the Art of Using Color
Symbolism helped to understand color symbolism.
The article provided information on where color

Sections of Alina Wheeler’s book Brand Identity: an
Essential Guide for the Entire Branding Team, was
read for a basic understanding of branding. Wheeler
has led many brand initiatives and this book has gone
through five editions to represent Wheeler’s goal of
demystifying branding (designbrandidentity.info).

meanings come from and the meaning of specific
colors. This article was written by Anna Lundberg and
is published on 99designs, which is a global creative
platform created in 2008 (Lundberg).
The Ultimate Guide to Product Packaging Design
was read for information on package design, and
this article focused on explaining contents, crucial
information, the process with steps, and specific
jargon on package design. This article was written by
Kelly Morr and published on 99designs (Morr).

REPORTS
Music Festivals

Key Principles of Visual Hierarchy in UX Design,

A Music Festival Study, conducted by Eventbrite and

written by Caleb Kingston and published on Adobe

Mashwork, was read to obtain an overall insight on

XD Ideas, was read to gain knowledge on important

music festivals. Eventbrite and Mashwork analyzed

aspects of UX design. This article explained key

real data from thousands of social media accounts,

principles such as visual hierarchy, size and scale,

blogs, and forums to gain an understanding of

color and contrast, perspective, and viewing patterns,

statistics from real people talking about real music

to provide a basic understanding. Kingston is an

festivals (Eventbrite, Music Festival Study).
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RESEARCH RESULTS
CASE STUDIES
Tomorrowland Music Festival

There are various extensions of the main festival,

After-movies are an essential part of their YouTube,

Tomorrowland Belgium. One extension is

and they are recap videos of the festival. They are

Tomorrowland Winter, which is a winter edition of the

normally around 20-30 minutes and encompass the

festival in Alpe d’Huez, France, and lasts over a whole

best moments of the two weekends. The videos are

week. Tomorrowland 365 is an extension of the brand

described as “the perfect encapsulation of the magic

all about reliving old experiences of Tomorrowland.

and wonder this festival offers its attendees” (Stone).

It includes One World Radio, videos, audio, photos,

It is a great way to experience the festival without

and featured artists. Tomorrowland Foundation was

actually going, and maybe entice you to attend the

created to educate children in order to better the

festival the next year.

future of the world. They believe that music, dance,

Background

Every aspect of the festival creates an idea of an

Tomorrowland is a Belgian electronic dance music

idyllic world for guests to experience a mystical

festival. The festival was started by two brothers,

world in a fairytale land. The location is very natural

Manu and Michiel Beers. The first event was held

in Belgium, and the festival is surrounded by the

in 2005 in Boom, Belgium. Each year since 2005,

beautiful nature with rides and attractions inside the

the festival has exponentially grown, and now it

grounds. The entire festival is based off an imaginary

stretches over two weekends, sells out in minutes,

world filled with energy, shapes, and colors.

and is known across the world (Your EDM Staff).
Tomorrowland’s tagline is “Live today, Love tomorrow.

On April 15th, Tomorrowland announced that the

Unite Forever.” The event brings people together in

festival would not take place due to COVID-19, but

an international bond to unite people under dance

they created a virtual event instead. The virtual event

and music.

was called Around the World, allowing anyone in
the world to attend the event on July 25th and July

Every year since 2005, Tomorrowland continues to

26th. There was also a video version of the event,

adjust their event to keep up with the times. David

an Aftermovie, released on August 6th so more

Guetta said, “Not only has the growth of the event

people were able to experience the event. The virtual

itself been amazing but also the content that they

festival had 8 stages and featured over 60 artists,

produce, like the live registration and after-movie.

and more than a million people over the globe tuned

It just gets better and better each year. I think it’s

in. Tomorrowland wrote history with this event being

great that people at home can watch the live stream

the first large virtual music festival. There was an

and experience the festival as if they were there

extension of this event called Tastes of the World,

themselves.” As of 2015, Tomorrowland began

in which Tomorrowland partnered with Netsky and

creating themes for the events each year. Some of

created four inspiring dishes and recipes for people

the themes include “The Secret Kingdom of Melodia,”

to make for the virtual festival.

“The Elixir of Life,” and “Amicorum Spectaculum.”

10 RESEARCH RESULTS

and arts are key to personal development of children

Influencers and artists are also a huge part of the

and the future. The organization has created music

marketing for the festival. Because artists are such

and art schools in Sekha, Nepal, and allows over 300

an important part of the festival, they market for

children to attend music and art classes. Finally,

the festival as soon as they are announced in the

Tomorrowland has a store, TML. They sell a large

lineup. Due the high volume of artists that perform

range of items, including clothes, hats, accessories,

at the festival, this increases the amount of reach

and collabs with various artists (Tomorrowland.com).

Tomorrowland gets on social media. There are
three types of influencers: macro-influencers,

Overall, Tomorrowland was created to enjoy life

micro-influencers, and conversational influencers.

to the fullest without compromise. They combine

Macro-influencers have a huge following, don’t

positive mother nature and the well-being of the

share content often, but have a big impact. Micro-

next generations, while celebrating music, art,

influencers are contained within a specific topics,

and dance. “It’s all about music and friendship. We

but still have a decent following. Conversational

encourage international bonds; friendship reuniting

influencers are people who direct a discussion and

people to dance and to love music, that’s what

build a conversation. By collaborating with macro-

Tomorrowland is.”

influencers, Tomorrowland has great success.
Also, focusing on micro-influencers that are the

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market

most relevant to their target audience (Buron).

Tomorrowland’s primary marketing and promotion

Tomorrowland also has various partners all over the

is done through social media. On Instagram,

world, including Pepsi Max, Budweiser, and Brussels

Tomorrowland has 7.4 million followers, and they

Airlines. These companies do various promotional

post videos and images multiple times a week.

pieces to promote the festival (Tomorrowland.com).

Their Twitter has 2.3 million followers and posts
very often as well. Facebook is still used but has the

Tomorrowland’s target audience is primarily 18+,

least amount of reach. All social media accounts

and people who love to party and dance. The

post throughout the entire year. YouTube is also

audience comes from the entire world to Belgium

an important platform for Tomorrowland, and

to experience the festival. The target audience is

they began using the platform in 2011 to make

typically lovers of electronic music, peaceful, loving,

promotional videos and filming events. The channel

uniting, and respectful (Somova).

has 37.4 million views and over 250,000 likes.

CUTTIC 11

Relevant Design Materials

App screens

LOGO: The Tomorrowland logo icon creates a
symbol to represent the idea behind the festival. The
butterfly is a positive symbol to represent freedom
and the beauty of nature. The crown represents one
world where everyone is equal. The eye represents
looking out for others and the beauty of life
(store.tomorrowland.com). This logo icon is seen
throughout the Tomorrowland branding to represent
the ideas behind the festival in all branding and
Tomorrowland website home page

marketing situations. The sans serif typeface paired
with the logo icon allows the icon to be the hero and
the type is secondary and more simple. The image

proximity is also used for the aftermovie button

behind the logo allows the audience to understand

to encourage a user to click on it and show

the situation and mood for the festival with the large

its importance.

excited crowded and blue tint. The color blue brings
feelings of calmness, serenity, and peace, all ideas

The Tomorrowland store, TML, is similarly designed

that are seen in the concept of Tomorrowland.

to the main web design, creating a clear connection
that this company is under Tomorrowland. The line

WEB DESIGN: The Tomorrowland website is very

weight of the heart and shopping cart icons match

modern and simplistic. The white and black colors

the thin sans serif typeface to create cohesion.

are user friendly, and the purple/pink color allows

The color gold is brought into the branding in the

for large contrast on the white to maintain the user

store design. The color gold stands for loyalty,

experience and give more personality to the website.

care, achievement, accomplishment, and success

This also ensures that the copy is not too busy on

(colorpsychology.org).

Around the World home page

the colors of the background image. It is effective to
include a background image of the festival to give the

APP DESIGN: The Tomorrowland app design is very

audience a hint of the experience, but toning it down

cohesive with the web design and overall branding.

so the website is not too overwhelming. The tab bar

The tabs at the bottom are done well to maintain

at the top is very clear, showing the different divisions

the icon style created throughout the rest of the

of the festival, store, FAQ’s, socials, radio station, and

branding with the lines and colors. The simple color

sign in. All these tabs are an essential part of the

scheme of black, white, and pink enhance the

event as a whole and extensions of the brand. It also

simplicity but also personality of the brand. The artist

works well that there are clearly language options

screen highlights one of the most important aspects

because this event is popular worldwide.

of the festival, which is the music and the people

TML product page

creating the music. Having the festival in app form
The specific page for Tomorrowland Around the

is great for users and guests to have the information

World is identical to the home page, but uses a more

they need at their fingertips at all times.

fitting image for the content. The use of size and
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CUTTIC 13

MERCHANDISE: These brand extension pieces are

PROMOTIONAL GRAPHICS: The Tomorrowland Winter

The promotional graphic for limited edition

from the Tomorrowland store. An important detail is

poster showcases the event experience with the

compilation music carries the elegant gold and black

that every merchandise piece has the logo icon on

bright image in the center. The logo is also high on

colors. The ornate decorative design on the corners

the product. This emphasizes the company branding

the hierarchy in the center of the poster. The image

brings a traditional sophisticated design element,

and extends the music festival beyond the concept

itself creates a very nice negative space to put the

and when paired with the gold details, elevates the

of just an event. The color choices of the gold, black,

type information in. The large crowd in the image

product to make it feel more traditional and special.

blue, and purple in these products mimics ideas from

gives a sense of the experience that can be gained

the brand established in other places. The image of

from attending the event. The gold, blues, and pinks

The two bottom graphics are promotional graphics

the bag and hat both have a bright holographic effect,

are consistent with the brand colors seen throughout

on the Tomorrowland Instagram for their radio

representing the lights at a music festival. Having

to create unity of the branding. The Reflection

station, One World Radio. The circle lines work to

a product shot with these lights adds important

of Love poster design has a lot of dimension and

create a sense of movement and sound, directly

context to the product and the idea behind the brand.

visual interest created with the 3D shapes and

representing music coming from the radio. Making

The masks show the brand keeping up with current

lighting effects. The color theme is consistent to the

the images black and white allows the background

events and creating products for users in the present

Tomorrowland branding with the gold elements. The

colors to be very vibrant and metallic. Keeping all the

time. This is important in order to keep up with the

gold creates a sense of wealth and sophistication,

images black and white also creates consistency

desires of the audience and extending the brand with

which is further emphasized by the decorative

throughout the posts on Instagram.

multiple touch points.

elements on the edges. Hierarchy is shown with
the type size, emphasizing “sold out” as the most

Holographic design has become a popular trend in

important information on the graphic.

the past decade. The early users of holograms where
purely scientific, working with light and lasers to
create colors. The hologram trend has many uses,
such as stationery, photography, products, and more.
This trend is a way to grab attention and connect
design with science (Schenker).
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CUTTIC 15

Save Our Stages

Along with performing in the virtual music festival,

There have been many articles written about Save

Background

artists have written a letter to Congress. A section

Our Stages, including from Rolling Stone, Pitchfork,

Save Our Stages is a campaign started by NIVA,

of the letter includes “We will know America is

Billboard, and Variety. The various articles are

National Independent Venue Association. NIVA

“back” when our music venues are filled with fans

increasing its promotion and reach. Another addition

is a group of 2,000+ independent venues across

enjoying concerts safely. The live music experience

to the marketing is all the artists performing in the

America. These venues are working together to

is inextricably tied to our nation’s cultural and

virtual festival. The wide range of artists performing

ask Washington for legislation to help independent

economic fabric. In fact, 53% of Americans – that’s

and the very high profile artists increases the reach.

The logo for NIVA is unique from the Save Our Stages

venues survive during the pandemic. Venues across

172 million of us – attended a concert last year.”

Due to the variety of artists performing, this expands

logo. It is very clean, simple, and straightforward. It

America were some of the first locations to close,

(nivassoc.org). The letter has signatures from

the target market to fans of the various artists.

works well for a professional association, with a

and they will be some of the last ones to open. These

hundreds of artists, including Lady Gaga, Billy Joel,

The target market is also simply people who love

little bit of interest with the negative space taken

venues have zero revenue during this time, and they

Cher, and Coldplay.

venues and see the impact of venues closing due

out of the A.

to COVID-19. This includes employees and general

are in serious danger. NIVA is asking senators and
Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market

lovers of live music. The foundation of live music

PROMOTIONAL GRAPHICS:

NIVA has many partners that work with them

is these small local venues, which are in serious

The following page includes promotion graphics for

continue unemployment insurance benefits. These

to promote their cause. These partners include

danger (nivassoc.org).

Save Our Stages. Graphic #1 of the line-up is very

music venues are vital to their local economies

etix, lyte, See Tickets, YouTube, Prism.fm, NITO,

as they provide employment, destinations, and

and byp. They are also partnered with local venue

Relevant Design Materials

The texture and typefaces are repeated to create a

revenue. Arts and culture are vital to the economy,

associations including CIVL Chicago, Cleveland Music

LOGO: This is the logo for the Save Our Stages

cohesive brand. The layout is straightforward, clearly

and they are predicted to lose billions of dollars due

Club Coalition, the Independent Venue Alliance,

festival. The entire branding of the event is based

separating the three days. This graphic introduces

to COVID-19 related shutdowns. “NIVA’s mission is to

Independent Venue Coalition, Indiana Independent

around this logo with the typefaces and textures.

three colors to further the separation.

preserve and nurture the ecosystem of independent

Venue Alliance, Red River, and WA Nightlife Music

The logo is designed to look like a real venue signage

venues and promoters throughout the United States”

Association (nivassoc.org).

with the rectangle shape created by the textures.

Graphic #2 is used to separate the days of the virtual

The texture throughout the elements makes the logo

festival, showing just the artists on day one. It uses

The hashtag #SaveOurStages is used throughout

more detailed and emphasize the grunge nature of

color consistently to represent certain days of the

Save Our Stages Fest is a virtual music festival put

the marketing to unite all the elements under

many concert venues. NIVA and YouTubeMusic also

festival to make it clear to the viewer which day is

on by NIVA. They partnered with YouTube for this

one hashtag. The tag is being used by NIVA, the

show hierarchy being the smallest type on the logo,

being shown. The textured background adds more

three day event in order to promote saving beloved

artists, venues, and overall as a way to keep all the

but they are still included on the logo because of their

dimension to the graphic and adds to the grunge

music venues. The event streamed on October

information in one location. Social media is a large

importance to the event.

feel. The texture adds to the feel of lived in and worn

16–18, and featured new performances by a variety

part of the marketing strategy for NIVA’s Save Our

environment, like the venue spaces we love. It also

of artists and bands. As a whole, this event aimed to

Stages Fest. Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter are

has a sense of movement to represent music.

create awareness, advocacy, and donations for the

all used equally, sharing the same posts on each

NIVA emergency relief fund. The NIVA emergency

platform in order to reach people using all forms of

Graphic #3 is very type focused and consistent with

relief fund was created to raise money for the most

social media. The NIVA YouTube channel is used to

the NIVA brand. The green color is used as an overlay

vulnerable venues while waiting for legislation from

post videos of artists and politicians promoting Save

of a venue space in order to create a space for the

Congress. The event featured artists performing at

Our Stages. YouTube is the platform for the stream,

type to be legible, but still have that reference of

venues across America. This allowed for promotion

which is effective to reach a lot of people because of

the venue. Hierarchy is shown through the use of

of various venues who are apart of NIVA. The entire

YouTube’s accessibility and easy use. Due to the wide

scale and proximity, emphasizing the white text. The

show streamed on YouTube, and there was a

range of artists promoting and performing in the

hashtag is vital but smaller because the important

schedule on the website showing the times, artists,

virtual festival, this increases the promotional reach

information is the call to action.

and what venue they are performing in.

for the festival.

representatives to provide long-term assistance for
shuttered businesses, relief through tax credits, and

(saveourstages.com).
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consistent with the branding established by the logo.

CUTTIC 17

The other images are from a promotional video
posted on NIVA’s social medias. The introduction of
outlined type creates an interesting visual, especially
in video format with type animation. This video
shows the different ways the brand elements can
be used to create promotional content. Keeping the
visual in black and white allows it to represent the
event without specifying the specific days of the
virtual festival.
Graphic #1

Graphic #2

Graphic #3

The image from NIVA’s YouTube channel shows the
established style of their video thumbnails. The green
branded color is seen here, and when paired with the
black and white, it really establishes these videos as
NIVA. The gold in the hashtag draws a viewer’s eye to
the content, which works well to increase interaction
and get them interested in the cause.
MERCHANDISE: NIVA also uses merchandise in order
to promote the Save Our Stages Festival and NIVA
as a whole. The T-shirt designs are very simple, just
taking graphics already created for media and putting

Promotional video screenshots

them on wearable merchandise. It is common for
festival T-shirts to include the artist line-up, so it is
effective to do this for Save Our Stages, even though
this festival has a different experience being virtual.
These are other various merchandise pieces sold to
promote the Save Our Stages Festival and NIVA. This
shows the variety of ways type can be applied to
merchandise in order to have a variety of products
a consumer can purchase to support the event.
The saying ‘save our stages’ is adjusted for each
product in order to fit best in the space provided. The
lightning bolt element is introduced in these pieces

NIVA Youtube

as a secondary design element. The bolt creates a
sense of attitude and striking personality. The koozie
is branding for just NIVA and not the festival, but this
shows that the two are intertwined with each other.
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CUTTIC 19

Woodstock Music Festival

at Capitol Records. Roberts and Rosenman were

Woodstock showed that even without digital media,

Relevant Design Materials

Background

New York entrepreneurs, but these men were still

they were able to have a successful long-lasting

Arnold Skolnick, a New York graphic designer and

Woodstock Music Festival took place in August

under prepared to host Woodstock. It started out

event with authenticity (Wilcox).

advertising director, was assigned to create a

1969 on a dairy farm in Bethel, New York, and

as Woodstock Ventures, Inc., which led to hosting a

lasted for three days. Around half a million people

music festival. An important aspect of appealing to

An important lesson from the marketing of

Skolnick was given very little instructions for the

attended the festival. Woodstock Music Festival, later

musicians was getting a well-known name to sign

Woodstock is that everything may not go as planned.

poster design, just the information “We’re going

known as just Woodstock, was one of the biggest

on, and their first well-known talent to sign on was

By establishing brand loyalty, customers will be

to have a festival with arts and crafts and music”

representations of the counterculture movement in

Creedence Clearwater Revival.

content even if things go wrong. Many things went

and Skolnick decided on “three days of peace and

wrong at Woodstock, including little security, rain,

music” and started the design with just the words.

the 1960s. In the 1960s, there were many conflicts

replacement for the original poster for Woodstock.

within the country, such as the Vietnam War and the

There are a lot of logistics that go into planning a

traffic jams, and delays, but it was still one of the

During this time period, there were a lot of elaborate

civil rights movement, so Woodstock provided an

music festival, including concessions, bathrooms,

most loved events of all time. Another important

rock posters and a focus on psychedelic design, but

escape into music, unity, and peace (History.com).

tents, and more. They booked the location only a

lesson is to always be able to adapt. Woodstock

Skolnick wanted to make sure the design was simple

Rain turned the festival grounds into a farm of mud,

month before the festival, so they had little time to

became so well-known because of the unexpected

so it was easily distinguishable. The guitar and bird

but the audience still had a great time. Many people

prepare. Because of their lack of preparedness, the

and chaos, but it was still a huge success. Even

were the first assets created in the poster, and from

suspect the poor conditions did not bring the mood

festival was a free event, causing large masses of

with everything that went wrong, the brand is still

there he balanced out the poster with the type on the

down because of the large amounts of psychedelics

people. Only 50,000 people were expected to

successful and an iconic moment of history (Cavill).

bottom. The bird is based off a catbird, rather than a

and marijuana that was consumed by the festival

attend, but around half a million people showed up.

goers (Ward).

Leaving the festival on August 18 was just as difficult

dove which is the typical symbol for peace (Voci).

as getting to the festival, which involved traffic jams

The symbol created by Skolnick was meant to be a

Thirty-two musicians performed at Woodstock,

and abandoning cars. Also, cleaning up the aftermath

catbird and a flute, but now people associate it with

including Havens, Joan Baez, The Grateful Dead, and

took many days and tens of thousands of dollars

a dove and guitar. The bold colors and typography

Jimi Hendrix. In memory of Woodstock, Bethel Woods

(History.com).

mimic the hippie vibes of the time period.
Furthermore, the idea of peace and equality are

Center for the Arts opened in 2006 where the festival
took place. Bethel Woods continues to host outdoor

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market

represented by the equal size of the band names in

concerts, as well as maintaining a 1960s museum.

The audience for Woodstock was diverse and

alphabetical order, showing no hierarchy. The whole

Max Yasgur, the farmer who provided his land for

represented the cultural changes during the 1960s.

idea of Woodstock was peace and music, and the

Woodstock, said, “…You’ve proven something to the

A large part of the audience were hippies who were

simple poster represents this (Grant).

world…the important thing that you’ve proven to the

escaping materialism and society’s standards. Many

world is that a half a million young people can get

people thought the audience was living their mantra

together and have three days of fun and music and

of “making love, not war” (History.com).

have nothing but fun and music and God bless you
for it!” (History.com).

The promotion for Woodstock was tailored for
young people who wanted a moment of peace in

Business Model

the troubling times. It was mostly promoted as “An

Woodstock was created by John Roberts, Joel

Aquarian Experience: Three Days of Peace and Love.”

Rosenman, Artie Kornfeld, and Michael Lang, all men

The location was inviting as a way to get away from

in their 20s wanting an investment opportunity.

the city. Furthermore, the line-up of well-known

Lang had a background in music festivals because

musicians reached a large audience. In the 1960s

he organized the Miami Music Festival in 1968.

without social media, they used ads and word of

Also, Kornfeld was the youngest vice president

mouth primarily to gain a 500,000 people turnout.
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CUTTIC 21

David Bowie
Background

Bowie pushed people to question their own artistic

Relevant Design Materials

Reality was Barnbrook’s second collaboration with

capabilities (Knight).

ALBUMS: Heathen was the first album art Barnbrook

Bowie. It was heavily influenced by the music,

created with Bowie. Bowie asked Barnbrook the

which was focused on a raw live sound. The bright

David Robert Jones was born in Brixton in 1947, and
ever since he was a young boy, he was inspired by

Jonathan Barnbrook was Bowie’s primary graphic

day before the photoshoot if he would design the

colors and vibrant design represents the energy in

London West End jazz. In 1966, he became known

designer. Barnbrook works in London from his

album, so everything was really created on a whim.

the music. The illustrations were done by Rex Ray

as David Bowie and started his career in music.

studio, which was founded in 1990, on a variety of

He was greatly inspired by the objects that were

(Barnbrook.net).

His career slowly picked up in the late 1960s as

disciplines including print, art, industrial, typeface

photographed and the beauty of destroyed paintings

he became known as an international superstar.

design, and motion graphics. Barnbrook created

(Tonolli). The destruction of religious art symbolizes

Throughout his career, Bowie took influence from

visuals to represent Bowie’s music in vinyls, CDs,

renewal and creativity, as well as the melancholy

many cultures and styles. Bowie’s extensive body of

other music related pieces, and he developed

music in the album. The cover was designed to be

work and multi-generational influence will always live

some of the David Bowie Is exhibition. Barnbrook

very minimal, focusing on the necessary elements.

on in memories (Davidbowie.com).

connected with Bowie through Damien Hirst, a British

The title being upside down represents going against

contemporary artist. He was always a fan of Bowie

what is typically expected. The type throughout is

Bowie was interested in visual arts very early on in

and was heavily influenced by his music growing up

even desecrated to further the theme throughout the

his life. In the 1960s, he studied at Bromley College

(Tonolli). Barnbrook and Bowie worked side-by-side

album art and represent that humans need to evolve

of Arts, specializing in layout and typesetting. Even

to create graphics, as Bowie cared deeply about

(Barnbrook.net).

though music was Bowie’s main passion, he loved

every detail of his albums.

type and design as well. Malcom Garrett, the designer
of various album sleeves for Bowie in the 1970s and

Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market

1980s, said about Bowie, “He wasn’t actually strong

Bowie created lots of bold aesthetics and music that

on ‘design’ per se, but he obviously pioneered the

are influential across the world. However, London and

way in which sound and image could be harnessed

Berlin are the cities influenced the most by Bowie’s

and manipulated by mainstream pop artists. Since

art. Jonathan Barnbrook and David Bowie worked

I was about 13 he has always been there, creating

well together because they shared a lot in common,

soundscapes that helped define cultural moments

specifically the same British sense of humor, which

in time and set visual standards for successive

was very self-deprecating and satirical. In the artistic

generations” (Typeroom).

sense, Barnbrook and Bowie both worked in ‘popular’
areas, but still brought in unique and avant-garde

David Bowie left a big impact on graphic design

influences. While working on an album together,

by inspiring artists and illustrators. People were

they both brought a wide range of influences,

mostly inspired by his bravery and eclectic nature.

whether that be comic art or renaissance painting

Neville Brody explains Bowie was “one of the

(Tonolli). Barnbrook and Bowie both understood the

biggest influences on my growing up in London.

importance of the image on an album cover. With so

Being exposed to his design sensibility and music

many CDs and records being produced, many artists

was huge. I was motivated and encouraged by his

did not think about the meaning behind the art and

creativity and ability to challenge the norm and

rather just wanted it to look good. Barnbrook and

make it work joyfully. He was brazen” (Knight).

Bowie wanted the album art to create discussion and

Fashion designers were also inspired by Bowie with

thought. They did this well, as some people disliked

his remarkable stage costumes of elegance and

the art, and some people loved it, creating that

confidence. Both the music and album artwork of

discussion they desired (Typeroom).
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Heathen

Reality

CUTTIC 23

The Next Day album cover was created to be a

There are questions about hidden meanings in

very conceptual postmodern art piece. Barnbrook

Bowie’s album Blackstar. Barnbrook discussed that

explains that he “intentionally made the graphics

he cannot comment on anything about the content

anti-pop star, anti-beautiful; the colors were harsh,

of Blackstar, but he does explain that it is “brutally

discordant on purpose… the typography minimal and

honest.” Humans find secrets and meanings with

the lyrics were styled like a very long monologue”

symbols and create stories out of them, and it does

(Tonolli). Bowie was working with Barnbrook side by

not matter if their suspicions are correct, it is all

side throughout the entire process to portray the

about the idea of creation (Tonolli). Blackstar was

idea of existentialism and discontent. In the booklet,

released on January 8, 2016, two days before Bowie’s

they wanted to include one photo of Bowie that said

passing. The album on a basic level represents

‘I am a popstar, look at me,’ to represent that this is

mortality, finality, darkness, and simplicity. The art

who David Bowie is now at his certain age, and Bowie

directly represents the music (Typeroom).

specifically picked out this photo himself (Tonolli).
This album was created in secrecy by Barnbrook and
Bowie after Bowie’s 10 year hiatus. An advertising
campaign was created based on the white square
symbol. It was implemented in guerrilla advertising
across the world and remains a representation of a
successful marketing campaign (Barnbrook.net).
ICONS: These icons are Blackstar art that was
released for free by Barnbrook. This was something
he discussed with Bowie before his passing. They
wanted to release these icons to the public because
many people would get tattoos of these graphics but
felt like they were doing something wrong. Barnbrook
and Bowie wanted to ensure that Bowie’s fans knew
this was okay and a way to express their love (Tonolli).
STAMPS: These are stamps Barnbrook created in
collaboration with San Marino AASFN. He had full
creative control over what he wanted to create to
honor Bowie’s 70th birthday. The first one with the
Blackstar and Bowie as the astronaut related to
Russian stamps, romanticism, and Major Tom. The
middle stamp shows how abstract an iconic album
cover could be taken and still have it be identifiable.
The last one shows the cover photo of the album
Low, and refers to British royalty to represent what
Bowie meant to his fans and to Barnbrook (Tonolli).
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The Rolling Stones

In an interview with ADWEEK, Oldham said “The

EXHIBITION: Pentagram created an exhibition to

Background

Beatles looked like they were in show business,

celebrate The Rolling Stones’ 50th anniversary,

The Rolling Stones formed in 1962 and grew to be

and that was the important thing,” he said. “And the

named Exhibitionism – The Rolling Stones. This

one of the most well-known British rock groups

important thing for The Rolling Stones was to look

exhibition was designed by design studio Pentagram,

world-wide. The original members of the band were

as if they were not.” While the Beatles all dressed the

produced by Tony Cochrane and Thea Jeanes-

Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Brian Jones, Bill Wyman,

same, The Rolling Stones differentiated themselves.

Cochrane of iEC, and curated by Ileen Galagher. This

and Charlie Watts. The later members were Mick

Little details like this established the idea that they

was a complete and comprehensive event looking

Taylor, Ron Wood, and Darryl Jones. The Rolling Stones

were more disobedient and rock and roll. Oldham

into the career of The Rolling Stones. Environments,

have become the definition of rock music with their

considered all aspects of marketing to create

objects, media, and sound were all used to create

sound, look, and public image. The band was created

cohesion with the image behind the band and to

a complete experience. The entire exhibit creates

in London, starting with music influenced by Chicago

attract the attention he wanted from their audience

a story of the past 50 years of the band, including

Blues. By 1965, they were on top with the Beatles as

and record labels (Sherman).

installations of their first apartment on Edith Grove in
Chelsea, the recording process, studio environments,

favorites of teenage British listeners. Through their
history, they became more and more rebellious and

Relevant Design Materials

and a gallery that gives a sense of their stage

established their iconic rock look.

LOGO: John Pasche, a student at the RCA, designed

presence. By encompassing all aspects of design and

the logo for The Rolling Stones. Pasche met with

art, paired with over 500 artifacts from The Rolling

Their first hit was “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” in

Jagger to discuss ideas for the logo, and Pasche

Stones, viewers are able to get a sense of the band’s

1965, and was followed by many hits. During the

explains he quickly came up with the idea to

history. Throughout their history, The Rolling Stones

60s, art-pop and psychedelia contrasted with The

reference Jagger’s features. The big red lips paired

worked with various artists and designers, and this

Rolling Stones’ dark and rebellious energy, as well as

with the tongue play off his features, but also hint to

tradition was maintained with the exhibition and the

the fact they spent time in and out of court and jail.

the anti-authority ideas behind the band and rock

wide range of people who worked on it (Pentagram).

Their overall mix of sex, drugs, Satanism, and radical

and roll. Pasche was also influenced by Pop Art’s

politics defined the band’s music and image as a

direct and simple style, which alludes to why this logo

whole. After break-ups and members changing, The

is timeless and still used in various ways to this day

Rolling Stones continue to show that their shows

(Creative Review).

will still sell out and they are viewed by many as the
ultimate rock band (Murray).
Marketing, Promotion Strategy, and Target Market
The Rolling Stones were forming and releasing music
simultaneously as the Beatles, and they originally
appeared very similar to the Beatles. Their manager,
Andrew Loog Oldham, emphasized the need for The
Rolling Stones to differentiate themselves from the
Beatles by appearing more edgy. Oldham went as far
as planting stories in the British press, such as “Would
you let your daughter marry a Rolling Stone?” Their
hit song “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” was the start
of their rebellious career and the song was at the
forefront of establishing their image (Alhart).
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ALBUMS: The Rolling Stones’ album covers allude to the band’s story just as much as the music itself. Their first

LITERATURE REVIEW

Marketing and Promotion

albums maintained the dark rock and roll feel with their designs, and as time progressed, the albums moved

Target Market

Collateral (Brand Extension)

Music festivals are most commonly attended by

Collateral for a music festival includes everything

millennials, ages 17-34, with 75% of music festival

from parking permits, posters, signage, and little

attendees being in this age group. A large part of

elements that bring the brand together. The branding

festival engagement happens virtually through live

has to work on a wide range of scales, from very large

streams and videos. Live streams and videos are

banners to very small wristbands, so it is beneficial

essential for reaching a larger audience (Eventbrite,

to have versions that work at many scales. (Gosling).

Music Festival Study).

Based on case studies, collateral for many music

more towards the trends in the music industry. Their albums are a mix of very ornate detailed designs, while
some are very simple and refer to no story.

festivals includes t-shirts, posters, wrist bands, hats,
Based on a survey done by Eventbrite and

tote bags, and other merchandise.

MusicWatch, Inc, they determined that people who

Sticky Fingers introduces one of the most well-

The Love You Live cover was also designed by Andy

known rock images and iconic Stones’ style. Some

Warhol, and features a portrait of Mick Jagger “biting

versions of the cover even had a working zipper,

the hand that feeds him.’ Jagger wrote the title and

created by Andy Warhol. The black and white with red

band name on the art, which Warhol thought ruined

emphasizes the rock and roll classic style.

the entire piece (DeRiso).

attend festivals can be broken up into three groups:

Package Design

hardcore, moderate, and casual. The term festie

There is not much package design for a music

has been established as someone who attends

festival, but one kind of package seen is the mail for

music festivals.

tickets and/or festival promotion. Package design
encompasses many choices including materials,

Hardcore festies attend around five to six festivals

form, and graphics. When creating package design,

every year, moderates attend two to three, and

it is important to always keep in mind what the

casual groups attend just one festival. This is useful

product is, who’s buying the product, and how people

information in understanding the demographic for

are buying the product. In regards to a virtual music

festivals. Their survey questioned over 1,000 18-49

festival, it is important to note that everything would

year old’s in North America who had attended at least

be purchased online rather than in person. Packages

one music festival in the past year, and this survey

that are bought online should not have a lot of extra

was completed in 2016.

space to ensure that the product stays safe in the
mail. Product packaging has three different layers,

The most important group for growth is the hardcore

including the outer packaging, inner packaging, and

festies. They comprise around 20% of festival-goers,

product packaging. The shape of the package itself is

but on average spend more money on their ticket.

important to consider, and most mail packages come

Moderate festies account for about 50%, and casual

in simple boxes (Morr).

accounts for about 30%. Important demographics

The album cover for Between the Buttons was done

The album cover for December’s Children (and

by photographer Gered Mankowitz. Mankowitz had

Everybody’s) really plays into the dark, moody

worked with The Rolling Stones before, so he was

personality of The Rolling Stones with the harsh color

more confident in his skills and relationship with the

contrast.

for festies include the average age is 32, they are

Web Design

59% male, earn more than $75k a year, and their

UX design, user experience design, is an important

favorite music genres are alternative, modern rock,

tool when designing websites. Kingston explains

classic rock, and pop. Overall, hardcore festies are

some of the key principles of hierarchy in UX design

more likely to be loyal and continuously go to music

and how they can help direct the viewer to what you

festivals every year, and bring in more consumers by

want them to read. Visual hierarchy is very important

informing their friends (Grate).

band to try something new. The blur effect gives
motion and intrigue to the cover.
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in UX design because it allows a user to navigate and

style of the event itself. Having lots of layers and

engage with your design much faster and easier.

dimension to your poster design can immerse the

Scale is one tool to use, as the largest element on

viewer into the whole experience, making it seem like

a screen is typically what draws a user first. Color

they are actually at the event. Texture and overlays

is another tool that can be used to show hierarchy,

are a good way to add more dimension to a poster

as brighter colors are going to grab attention first.

and help enhance the visual experience.

Contrast goes along with color, as it is important to
note how a color changes on different backgrounds.

The type of design depends highly on the genre of
music as well. Creating a series of posters is a great

Perspective can be used to also bring focus to certain

way to make them more memorable, as long as

elements through the use of relative size and adding

the core design elements are consistent across the

depth. Utilizing different typefaces and typeface

posters to insure cohesion. Color is used in posters

styles is another tool. Negative space and proximity

to create the overall mood of the festival, and it can

are also useful. By grouping elements together, you

really transform the entire layout. It can be a very

can direct a viewer’s eye to read information in a

useful tool in showing the atmosphere of the

particular order as we tend to group things together

festival (Fussell).

based on their space relation to each other. It is
important to have some form of a grid and alignment

OUTDOOR: Outdoor posters and advertising are

in order to make viewing the screen easier and relate

often bright and bold in order to “stand out and draw

elements to each other. Overall, visual hierarchy

attention to whatever they are next to” (Keegan,

works to narrow down what is most important,

Gosling). Outdoor advertising can be effective to

and leave the rest to be secondary, tertiary, etc.

reach an audience that is on their way to the music

(Kingston). All of these design rules are important

festival because many people travel to attend music

to keep in mind for any web design, including music

festivals. This can be on billboards, trucks, and other

festival websites.

outdoor ads. Outdoor advertising is also a great way
to get attendees to post on social media and attract

Advertising

even more people (Queiroz).

PRINT: The most common advertising media for
music festivals is posters. Posters are displayed in

WEB BANNER: Web banners for music festivals

print as well as digital on social media. Posters are

all follow a common theme: an image of either

often seen in quick passing, whether that be on a bus

the location/cityscape or the crowd at a concert.

stop or street walls, so it is important to have clear

Coachella, Tomorrowland, Lollapalooza, and Music

hierarchy. Typography is a useful tool to utilize in a

Midtown are all popular music festivals that use

poster design by making the festival name large and

these image styles. Many of these banners, and

using unique typography that relates directly to the

overall music festival branding, include vibrant bright

festival branding. Color contrast is also important to

colors. On a biological level, humans are drawn to

insure that type stands out against the background.

bright colors because in nature, bright colors often

Festival posters are often either typographic,

means poison (Lundberg).

illustrative, or photographic, and it depends on the
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SOCIAL MEDIA: Social media plays a huge part in the

OTHER: It is important to note that half of the

stream whatever you want, as long as it adheres to

VIRTUAL EVENTS: There are a wide variety of pros

popularity and awareness of music festivals. Almost

conversation about music festivals occurs before

Community Guidelines. YouTube also has additional

and cons of physical events vs. virtual events. A

half, 46%, of music festival attendees discovered a

the event actually takes place. 3% takes place when

features to enhance the experience, such as making

large aspect of the difference is travel. With physical

festival through social media. Also, 30% of people

ticket purchase is announced, and 39% when the

highlight videos from the live stream. During the

events, the artist and the person attending the

who watch a livestream of a music festival will

lineup is announced. Hashtags for the brand are

stream, data is able to be viewed through the live

event both have to travel, which will increase costs.

eventually attend the event in person. Hardcore

an important tool to allow attendees to share their

control room that lets you access number of viewers,

A virtual event is more convenient for both parties.

festies also play an important role in social media

experiences and to allow the festival team to see

duration, likes, chat rate, playbacks, and average

Also, virtual events are more flexible for a world-

presence for music festivals. “69% of hardcore

analytics (Grate).

watch time. There is a chat that allows viewers to

wide audience with the opportunity to record the

communicate with each other, and the streamer,

performance so people can view the event at any

festies say their friends rely on them for information
about upcoming music festivals” (Veal). Also, during a

Other

during the live event. There is also an option to

time, so time zones are less of a problem. At physical

music festival, 81% of hardcore festies are active

ICONS: As seen in case studies, icons are used

donate money through Super Chats, but YouTube

events, you are able to make more of a connection

on social media.

to create a sense of cohesion between various

takes a cut of these donations (YouTube.com).

with other people attending the event by being

elements of a brand. Logo icons that can be used in

face-to-face. Furthermore, the act of purchasing

The type of social media is also an important

various sizes and shapes allows the brand identity to

merchandise can be an experience of its own at a

tool. 85% of active fans are on Facebook, 71% on

be seen in all elements of the brand.

physical event, however this can be combatted

Instagram, 50% on Snapchat, 48% on Twitter, and

by including all the same merchandise available

17% on Tumblr. It is important for music festivals

APPS: Everything discussed about UX design under

for purchase through the platform of a virtual

to have a social media strategy to engage with

Web Design can also apply to apps. Many music

event (6Connex).

fans during the festival. This can be done with art

festivals are relying on apps to have their information

installations and displaying social media handles and

reach their audience in a more convenient way. It

hashtags (Grate). While all social media platforms are

creates a way to combine all the festival information

important for marketing, Instagram followers interact

in one convenient location. The very basics of a

the most. 5-7% of Instagram followers interact

festival app are a timetable and map. It helps give

with posts, making Instagram the highest rate of

the audience a breakdown of performances and

interaction. Word-of-mouth is a very important tool,

how to get there, which are very crucial features.

which can be done easiest through social media.

Other features can include information about

Many people take recommendations of friends and

other activities, food and beverages, and updates.

family, so it is important for music festivals to make

Apps are also beneficial for the company in order

their content easily shareable (Veal).

to see analytics. Apps also help merge the idea of
augmented reality (Kristensen). For in-person music

46%

of music festival attendees discovered
a festival through social media.

30%

of people who watch a livestream of
a music festival event will eventually
attend the event in person.
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festivals, augmented reality is used to enhance the
atmosphere, while for virtual, it can help make the
experience feel even more real.

Veeps is another popular streaming platform. Veeps
was created by Joel and Benji Madden, members of

According to a report done by Goldman Sachs, 74%

the band Good Charlotte. The platform was created

of fans will continue to watch live streaming events,

for ticketed live streams, specifically concerts. It

even after in-person events resume. Also, 79% of fans

has features such as a chat, enhanced engagement,

are expected to return to live events after 4 months

merch, and VIP offers. Veeps was established in 2017,

of restrictions being lifted (Yang, 3).

and has featured artists such as Brandi Carlile, Liam
Payne, Architects, and more. About 1,000 live stream

COVID EFFECTING THE MUSIC INDUSTRY: The major

events took place on Veeps in 2020. Live Nation,

sources of income for the music industry are live

“the world’s leading live entertainment company,”

music and recorded music, both making up around

partnered with Veeps in early 2021 in order to further

50% of revenue. The global music industry is worth

the reach of artists through live music. Benji Madden

over $50 billion. Physical sales, as well as digital sales,

describes Veeps as “taking an art-first approach to

have both gone down due to COVID-19, but this was

live stream shows.” This allows Veeps to be just as

seen primarily in the beginning of the pandemic. This

wonderful of an experience as a live show would be

is explained by various reasons, including less people

(Live Nation Entertainment).

commuting and listening to music, and a higher

LIVE STREAMING PLATFORMS: There are various live

focus on news media. Advertising has also been

streaming platforms that are accessible to stream

hit with the music industry reducing the spending

any live event. YouTube is one popular website to

on advertisements. A quarter of media buyers and

live stream on. You can stream through mobile,

brands paused advertising in the first half of 2020,

webcam, or encoder, and encoder would be the

and 46% have reduced spending. Furthermore, artists

option to live stream an event. On YouTube, you can

delayed their music release dates due to tour delays
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and other complications. Live music performance

The idea of branding a festival is sometimes

performing at the festival. Only 8% of social media

use green are Starbucks, Spotify, and Whole Foods.

revenue is effectively zero, cutting the revenue of the

discouraged because festivals want to be open

posts mention a specific artist, leaving more of the

It is also important to note that many music festival

music industry in half.

to a wide range of bands and a wider audience.

presence to be focused on the festival itself. This is

brands utilize many colors, representing fun, diversity,

For example, Glastonbury Festival is known to

key in determining what sets festivals apart from

and optimism (Lundberg). Many music festivals are

Other than just effecting artists, this is also effecting

have different designs every year regarding their

each other, other than the lineup (Eventbrite, Music

outdoors, making sense to use green to represent

their crew, venues, and record labels. There has been

typography, logos, and other design aspects, but

Festival Study).

nature. The branding also often wants to make

a lot of funding from the industry to help people

they keep their main logo consistent, which is more

who were hit harder. This includes donations from

general. Glastonbury Festival is known to show that

Design Considerations

of powerful music, making purple a smart color

Universal Music Group, Live Nation Entertainment,

branding is more than just a logo and website design,

COLOR: Color is another important part to branding.

choice, as well as multi-colored.

and streaming platforms. Due to the lack of live

but more of a holistic package where all elements

In case studies, blues, purples, and greens were

events, there has been a surge in virtual events and

work together. A common theme in the identity of

common colors for music festival branding. Blues

TYPE: Typefaces for branding must be legible and

new ways for artists to engage with fans. Streaming

many festivals is the idea of bringing people together

often represent calm, trust, and intelligence. Blue

have a range of weights and styles in order to make

platforms have become a source of connecting

and the shared experience of attending a festival.

is the most popular color used by brands and for

many options within the same family. Limiting

artists with their fans, and streaming platforms have

Long running festivals have built up a history of their

personal preference. It is a very popular choice for

the amount of fonts is beneficial from a licensing

enabled new features to help with monetization.

branding that has become so recognizable, which

social media platforms, including Facebook and

standpoint as well as ensuring a cohesive brand

Long term, the ways artists have learned to connect

can make branding a festival very complex and

Twitter. It can be a good choice for a base brand

identity. The type must convey the identity of

with their fans over a virtual setting will continue to

challenging for newer festivals (Gosling).

color because it is universally liked by both men

the brand and works in a variety of ways (Wheeler,

and women. Purple represents luxury, mystery, and

158-159). Other information on type can be
viewed in Print.

be implemented even after the pandemic. Although

consumers feel something and represent the feeling

the music industry was devastated during the first

The idea behind a lot of festival design is to give the

spirituality, almost combining the feelings of red and

months of the pandemic, it has provided a surge in

audience an experience in-between the music acts.

blue. Because in history purple dye was expensive, it

digital streaming (Hall).

It is also important for the brand to be consistent

has maintained this luxury representation. Example

IMAGERY: Information on Imagery can be read in Print

across all elements, but “not making it all rely on

brands that use purple include Yahoo and Twitch.

and Web Banner.

Goldman Sachs created a report, “Music in the Air,”

one thing” (Ostrowski, Gosling). Ostrowski said, “I

Green universally is tied to nature, as well as growth,

describing the impact of COVID-19 on the music

think it helps to get yourself a bit lost in a conceptual

harmony, wealth, and stability. Example brands that

industry, as well as predictions for the industry in the

world you create for a project. The lovely thing

next 10 years. According to this report, there was a

about a festival is there’s quite a bit of license.” It is

25% decline in the global music industry, and a 75%

important to make something unique to the idea

drop in live music revenue (Yang, 3).

behind the festival and not just making something
cool and trendy. It has to capture the excitement of

Brand Identity

the festival but also be respectful to the bands that

Music festivals are about more than just the music

are involved in the festival. “The most successful and

and the location, but also about art, food, and the

honest festival branding, it seems, relies not only on

creation of something immersive. All of these work

type, color, logomarks and a suite of photography,

together to create a brand identity for the music

but on creating a holistic identity build around more

festival. There are many festivals now, therefore they

abstract and experiential concepts” (Gosling). Overall,

must all compete with each other to sell tickets,

the brand identity and design is less about the

which makes brand identity important so that

physical things and more about the feeling.

I think it helps to get yourself a bit lost in a conceptual
world you create for a project. The lovely thing about
a festival is there’s quite a bit of license.

festivals can stand out from each other. The identity
is about building a whole experience of the festival

It is also important to note that the festival brand

through design.

impacts festival attendees more than the artists
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ACTIONS TAKEN
All of the research above led me to create the branding, marketing, and design of a virtual music festival,
called VERSE. The festival has a lineup of modern rock artists, and aims to bring the experience of live music
to a virtual setting.

BRAND IDENTITY

Typography

Naming

Roc Grotesk wide is used for the primary headline

The name VERSE is inspired by the meaning of verse
in song writing, which is the repeated section of a
song that typically features a new set of lyrics on
each repetition. VERSE is a modern and digital take
on traditional music festivals. The full festival name,
VERSE Virtual Music Festival, uses the alliteration of
two V’s to allow smooth transition of the words.

Logo
The primary logo is just the word VERSE with
manipulated letter forms in a bold sans serif to
convey the attitude of both the digital space and
modern rock music. The right stroke of the V is
turned vertical to convey boldness and create a
space to connect to the reversed negative E. The
negative space of the E also creates two horizontal
lines that reference piano keys, relating back to
music. The secondary logo with the tagline “Virtual
Music Festival” is used when a more complete logo
and context is needed. A thin box is included to
maintain the rectangle shape and fill out the negative
space at the front of the logo.

typeface. The sans serif keeps the brand modern and

HEX #261E54
RGB (41, 25, 71)
CMYK (98, 100, 35, 32)

HEX #C7DB4E
RGB (199, 219, 78)
CMYK (26, 0, 88, 0)

HEX #6F0078
RGB (132, 43, 145)
CMYK (58, 99, 0, 0)

HEX # 00A8A7
RGB (0, 168, 167)
CMYK (78, 11, 36, 0)

HEX #C3A9D1
RGB (195, 169, 209)
CMYK (22, 34, 0, 0)

ROC GROTESK WIDE

simple, and the wide style applies motion to the type,

A B C D E FG H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e fg h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

alluding to music and rock design. For the supporting

Degular

type and body copy, Degular is used. Degular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

maintains the simplistic and modern sans serif style,

HEX #F2F6E4
RGB (236, 245, 226)
CMYK (7, 0, 13, 0)

GRADIENT

and the unique weight changes in the curves of the
letter forms adds a touch of personality and attitude
to the typography.

COLLATERAL
Poster

Color

The lineup poster is used to

The color palette utilizes shades of purple, green,

demonstrate design standards that

and blue to represent the energy and emotions of

are continuously seen throughout

music. Also, these base colors are most commonly

all collateral and is essential for

seen in rock music and music festival design. The

music festivals. The gradient and

purple brings a sense of mystery, luxury, and rock

warped grid are used to add texture

to the brand. The greens provide harmony, nature,

and depth to the poster, and also

and stability, while also having a bright bold pop

represent sound and music. The

for excitement. The blues represent calmness and

outlined type is introduced to

trust, but the focus stays on the purples and greens.

further the texture and dimension.

A gradient is used with the color palette to add

The poster utilizes all of the colors

dimension and depth to the design.

from the color palette to show how
they are all applied together. With
a lot of elements and texture, the
poster maintains legibility by having
solid blocks of color and a gradient
under the type. The information on
the poster is consistent with what
is needed on a music festival poster,
including the date, location, lineup,
website, socials, and a hashtag. The location
is described as “wherever you are,” emphasizing
that this festival is virtual and you can attend
from anywhere.
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Live Waiting Screen

Advertising

A live waiting screen was made to get an

Various forms of out-of-home marketing

understanding for what the event itself would look

advertisements were developed to increase

like. In between performances, there will be this

exposure for the event. The billboard and street

countdown screen, showing the time left and the

sign show different ways of using design elements

upcoming artist. This creates a sense of excitement

on a large outdoor scale. However, they are also

for the audience and mimics the emotion of

simpler than other collateral so they are easy to

physically waiting for a band to come on stage.

read at a quick glance. Having the dates, website,

These two mockups demonstrate two ways to

and a hashtag are essential elements that give the

watch the event. You can tune into the festival on

audience a way to learn more about the event and

your computer, so you have easy access to chat

purchase tickets if they happen to see these signs

with the other viewers. The idea of the chat is taken

and want to learn more. A lamppost banner was

directly from most live streaming websites. You can

made, similar to how banners would be presented on

also watch the performances on your TV, creating a

actual festival grounds. By having these banners in

more immersive experience. Bring the Music Home

cities leading up to the event, it helps bring the virtual

is established on the waiting screen as the primary

event into the physical world. The banners were kept

headline for VERSE. This emphasizes the act of

simple to ensure a quick read from the audience.

attending VERSE at your house, or really anywhere
you want.

Web Design
Essential for the marketing and
branding of VERSE, a website was
developed. The website sections
include lineup, shop, information,
contact, backstage, and a large
button to purchase tickets. These
sections are consistent with what
the majority of music festivals
have on their websites. Another
commonality is the date and
location in the left corner of the
header. This constantly reminds
the user of when and where the festival is, ensuring that they buy tickets before the event. The desktop screen
shows the home page with a large header image, short paragraph introducing VERSE, and a call to sign up for
emails. The header image introduces the photography style for the brand. Images of concerts and festivals are
used, and then a two-toned gradient is applied over the image. This adds to the digital environment, while still
alluding to the concerts we know and miss. The tablet screen shows the merch section, an essential part of
the brand. The phone screen shows the information section, highlighting the different tabs of information that
users would be curious about, including general, dates and hours, tickets, and live streaming.
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Social Media

VERSE Music Festival
800 Tweets

Facebook and Twitter layouts
were developed to further

VERSEmusicfestival

VERSEmusicfestival

VERSEmusicfestival

show the importance of these
social media platforms in the

VERSE Music Festival

marketing of VERSE. The same

Music Festival

VERSEmusicfestival

versemusicfestival.com
Wherever you are

header image with the two-

#rockandroll
Joined November 2020

Tomorrowland

500 Following 11M Followers

Blink 182

tone photography and headline

Modern Rock

are used to create consistency

VERSE Music Festival
Miss that festival experience? Bring it home. #VERSE2021

across social media. A hashtag,
#VERSE2021, is used in all social
media to ensure everything
about the event can be located in
one place on social media.

500 likes

500 likes

VERSEmusicfestival Experience VERSE, the live music
festival from the comfort of your couch. #VERSE2021

VERSEmusicfestival We all miss live music, but you can
bring that experience home. #VERSE2021

500 likes
VERSEmusicfestival Wherever you are, we’ll provide the
music. #VERSE2021

Various Instagram posts were
designed because social media

VERSE

plays a huge part in the branding
and marketing for music
festivals and virtual events.
These graphics combine design

VERSE Music
Festival
@VERSEmusicfestival

elements like the warped grid,
two-toned photography, warped
type, gradient, and outlined
type to create dimension and

VERSEmusicfestival
VERSE Music Festival

Music

Miss that festival experience? Bring it home.

2:00PM EST
11:00AM PST
2:30PM EST
11:30AM PST

The Oﬃcial VERSE Music Festival Facebook Page

texture. All these elements
allude to music and the digital
environment.

3:00PM EST
12:00PM PST

May 14, 2021

SCHEDULE

3:30PM EST
12:30PM PST
4:00PM EST
1:00PM PST
4:30PM EST
1:30PM PST
5:00PM EST
2:00PM PST

Event

5:30PM EST
2:30PM PST
6:00PM EST
3:00PM PST
6:30PM EST
3:30PM PST
7:00PM EST
4:00PM PST
7:30PM EST
4:30PM PST

A slider Instagram graphic was
created for the event schedule.
Having a breakdown of the schedule on social media

8:00PM EST
5:00PM PST
8:45PM EST
5:45PM PST
9:30PM EST
6:30PM PST
10:15PM EST
7:15PM PST
11:00PM EST
8:00PM PST

UFO UFO
RAD HORROR
FINISH TICKET
BETCHA
CHLOE LILAC
SMALLPOOLS
YUNGBLUD
WALLOWS
NEON TREES
HALF ALIVE
LOVELYTHEBAND
JOYWAVE
HUNNY
MILKY CHANCE
THIRTY SECONDS TO MARS
NEW POLITICS
THE MAINE

2:30PM EST
11:30AM PST
3:00PM EST
12:00PM PST
3:30PM EST
12:30PM PST

May 16, 2021

SCHEDULE

4:00PM EST
1:00PM PST
4:30PM EST
1:30PM PST
5:00PM EST
2:00PM PST
5:30PM EST
2:30PM PST
6:00PM EST
3:00PM PST
6:30PM EST
3:30PM PST
7:00PM EST
4:00PM PST
7:30PM EST
4:30PM PST
8:00PM EST
5:00PM PST
8:45PM EST
5:45PM PST
9:30PM EST
6:30PM PST
10:15PM EST
7:15PM PST
11:00PM EST
8:00PM PST

CRUISR
DREAMERS
THE WRECKS
THE DRIVER ERA
CIRCA WAVES
THE BACKSEAT LOVERS
WATER PARKS
HIPPO CAMPUS
VALLEY
SUPER WHATEVR
ANARBOR
ARMORS
ALL TIME LOW
THE FRONT BOTTOMS
SWMRS
TWENTY ONE PILOTS

allows the audience to constantly be reminded of
their favorite bands they could see at this event. In
addition to the established design elements, a paper

500 likes
VERSEmusicfestival Come one day or come all, don’t
miss our all-star lineup. #VERSE2021

texture is added to these graphics. This helps convey
an actual lineup poster that could be printed and
hung up on walls with creases, bringing a sense of the
physical world into the digital space.
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Merchandise

were created to enhance the overall experience of

Various pieces of merchandise were designed for

the virtual event. An essential part of a physical music

VERSE to create many touch points for the audience.

festival is the wristband that allows access to the

A lineup T-shirt, a staple for music festivals, was

event, and one was created for VERSE to mimic that

created in a similar style to the lineup poster.

experience. A branded speaker can be purchased

Three other shirts and a sweatshirt were made to

to fill up your house with music and create a more

continue the wearables and add more items for the

immersive experience in your home.

audience to wear to promote and get excited about
the festival.
Face masks were designed to adapt the merchandise
to the current wants of consumers. Using the warped
grid allows the face masks to be simple and not over
power the branding so they can be used in many
instances. A tote bag was also designed to extend
the collection and create a simple piece for the brand
merch. A festival wristband and branded speaker
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Brand Extension
A brand extension was created, called Backstage.
Backstage is a global relief fund for artists and
venues. Because artists and venues were hit so
hard by COVID-19, VERSE is able to give back to
the backbone of the music industry through this
extension. The logo relates back to the VERSE
logo with the slanted letter strokes and the same
typeface, but it is softer with a thinner line weight.
Business cards and merchandise were created for
Backstage, keeping it minimal and more corporate
compared to the VERSE identity. The merchandise
was created with the idea that purchasing will help
support artists and venues. The colors are more
toned down than the VERSE color palette suggesting
the more serious nature of this brand extension. All
elements relate back to the VERSE brand identity to
ensure that this is seen as an extension of the brand.

CONCLUSION
COVID-19 has adjusted the way everyone worldwide
lives, and the music industry has been hit hard by
its effects. For the past year, there have been many
advancements in the digital space to enhance
virtual events. Through extensive research on music
festivals, virtual events, music industry design, and
general graphic design, VERSE was created. VERSE
aims to create the same emotions and feelings from
music festivals right in your home.
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